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ABSTRACT

Thesis Communicative Language Teaching Methodology and the Teaching of

Ukrainian provides an overview of those features of the llkrainian language, which

represent particular difficulties and interest when Ukrainian is taught as a foreign or

second language. It describes the Communicative Language Teaching Methodology

and those features which can be employed in teaching [lkrainian. The sample of

activities described in this thesis has been suggested for different levels of leamers

with a focus on language teaching as a means to help learners develop skills for

expressing different communicative meanings. Inclusion of CLT techniques into

four-skills lIkrainian language acquisition is viewed as an important factor in making

learning effective and enjoyable. Interactive techniques, such as drama, poetry, role

games, dialogues, discussions, simulations, language games, problem solving

activities are described as integral part of the methodology and are suggested for

teaching llkrainian as a foreign or second language.
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Introduction

This thesis begins by providing an overview of those features of the tlkrainian language,

which represent particular difficulties when Ukrainian is taught as a foreign language,

and then describes Communicative Language Teaching (CLT), a successful and widely

recognised methodology in foreign language acquisition, and examines its usefulness in

teaching Llkrainian as a foreign and./or second language. The focus is on practical

approaches to language acquisition, those aspects which enhance language learning and

make it more effective and enjoyable. The sample of activities described in this thesis is

based both on research and on my personal teaching experiences. Most of the latter were

gained in teaching Introductory Ulvainian and Ulcrainian II atthe University of

Manitoba, although, I have also taught in Ukraine at the Kyiv University of Civil

Aviation (three levels of English as a Second Language, Englishfor Special Purposes

and Russianþr Foreign Students).

One important difficulty frequently encountered by teachers of the language is the

ab sence o f supp orti ng teachingllearnin g resourc es which emp loy modem methodolo gies

and approaches to language acquisition. The lack of modern textbooks for learning

Ukrainian and supporting language lab materials hinders effective language acquisition

and in many cases discourages students from choosing Ukrainian as a foreign/second

language atfheuniversity level. Accordingl¡ an additional goal of this thesis is to



suggest teaching/leaming activities and materials, including a curriculum that might

enhance the use of this methodology.

This research is based on the research of the communicative and interactive language

teaching as described, in particular, in Brown, 1994; Lozanov, 1979; Littlewood, 1981;

Nunan, 1988, 1991 & 1999; Omaggio, 1986; Rivers, 1981, 1987, and athoroughreview

of the latest Ukrainian periodicals, textbooks and learning resources. Similar studies

have been done in the area ofteaching English as a second language, French and Spanish

as foreign and/or second languages. However, there is no research on teaching and

learning l-Ikrainian as a second or foreign language through a communicative approach to

language acquisition. This study integrates the main features of a communicative

approach into teaching Ukrainian and proposes practical ways to include CLT into four-

skills language acquisition. Special problems occur with the teaching of a language that

belongs to a more distant language group (Slavic) and employs a different alphabet

(Cyrillic). These can be summarized under the headings: phonology, morphology, and

vocabulary. The Library of Congress system of transliteration for Slavic languages is

used in this thesis (see attached).



Chapter I

Linguistic Features of the Ukrainian Language that Represent

Difficulties in Teaching the Language to North American Students

The rapid development over the last years of international business and cultural contacts

with llkraine has made the acquisition of Ukrainian as a foreign language highly

desirable. The study of Ukrainian as a foreign or second language can be both an

enlightening experience and the acquisition of a useful skill. The study of Ukrainian,

skillfully taught under proper conditions, can provide a new experience, progressively

enlarging the learners'horizons through introduction to a new medium of communication

and a new culture pattern, adding the feeling of pleasurable achievement. It can allow

learners to get into the mind of the l-lkrainians, share their thoughts, feelings and

expressions, and develop an understanding of another cultural heritage. Learning

Ukrainian can help students to grasp the contemporary values and behaviour of

llkrainians and expand their knowledge of llkraine - its history, geography, economy,

social organization, literature and culture and, by providing a comparison, gain a better

perspective on their own Canadian culture. At the same time, learning something new

about Ukrainian language and culture can be an important experience in preparing a

career: it sensitizes a student to the problems that any foreigner or newcomer experiences

in trying to speak another language or in preparing to live in another country. Access to

another country and its language encourages learners to know more about their own

language and simply to enjoy the whole process of language learning.



Phonology

The Ukrainian alphabet (see Appendix 1, Table 1) is based on the Cyrillic alphabet

devised in the ninth century by Cyril the Philosopher. Several other Slavic peoples also

use this alphabet: Russians, Belarusans, Bulgarians, Macedonians and Serbs. Some of the

letters in the alphabet are pronounced like the corresponding letters in English, but there

are also letters, which look like English but are pronounced quite differently. There are

also some letters, which have no counterparts in English. For example, the letter u4

(shch) stands for the combination of two sounds w+u (sh+ch), t (i) for u+i (1).

Conversely there are some combinations of two letters that actually stand for one sound:

òcrc (dzh) for the j sound in jam, as in: -ø xoòacy fia khodzhu] or òs for the dz as in

òseprcano [dzerkalo]. Several of the letters have exactly the same shape in both capital

and small forms: s, K, M, u, m incontrast to the letters in the English alphabet which look

like them: b, k, m, n, t. This similarity is preserved in some of the handwritten forms as

well. Apart from the letters listed above, there is a special sign (') called the apostrophe.

This sign and the letter a represent no sounds themselves, but are used to indicate the

pronunciation of the sound denoted by the preceding letter. Ukrainian spelling reflects

the pronunciation of words more or less exactly, but occasionally it deviates from it. The

modem standard Ukrainian sound system has six vowels, four unrounded and two-

rounded (see Appendix 1, Table 2).The sound system does not have phonemically

relevant length and pitch in vowels. It preserves free dynamic stress which can fall on

any syllable and which can shift within a paradigm. The consonant system of Ukrainian

is set out in Appendix 1, Table 3. One of the most distinctive features in the llkrainian

consonant system is the presence of a large number of palatal and palatalized consonants.
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Many consonants form pairs of palatalized (soft) and non-palatalized (hard) consonants'

The basic differences between the Ukrainian and English sound systems include the

following:

1. The English [d,t,n,l] are alveolar while the l-lkrainian [Ã,r,n,r] are dental.

Z. The sounds [o,y] in Ukrainian require much more lip articulation than do their

English counterparts.

3. Ukrainian consonants may be hard or soft.

4. Ilkrainian vowels are not diphthongized except when printed as two letters, like in

ay,ya, etc.

5. I-lkrainian vowels are usually medium in lengfh while English vowels may be

long or short.

6. Unstressed syllables in Llkrainian are pronounced distinctly with hardly any

change ofsounds.

7 . The llkrainian unvoiced consonants ln,m,rc) are never aspirated, unlike the

English [p,t,k].

A phonemic analysis of Ukrainian and English simplifies the language task and

systematizes the langu age.It shows us quite clearly, which of the Ukrainian phonemes

will be difficult to learn for speakers of English and must therefore be emphasized in

teaching (see Appendix 2). The sound system and intonation is leamt best through active

participation in the learning process, imitation of the teacher, through atape or in the

computer language lab. The language laboratory becomes a useful tool in the teaching of
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pronunciation and an adjunct to any teaching approach, especially CLT. Communicative

Language Teaching places a greater emphasis on achieving understanding and less on

eliminating a foreign accent, a result that is impossible without a tremendous expenditure

of time and efforts, which might better be given to acquiring greater fluency and more

habitual control of structure.

Morphology ønd Syntax

Teaching morphology is naturally one of the main problems for the instructor. The entire

concept of gender, case and endings is difficult enough for the speaker of English. The

irregular patterns within the basic system add greatly to the complication. The

morphology of llkrainian has certain characteristics which include similarities with

English, as well as differences. Similarities include the presence of ten parts of speech,

namely the noun, the adjective, the verb, the pronoun, the numeral, the adverb, the

participle, the preposition, the conjunction, the particle, and the interjection. The nominal

parts of speech (the noun and the pronoun) in both languages have the grammatical

categories of gender, number and case. The verb in both languages has the categories of

person, tense, voice, mood, and aspect. There are two numbers in English and Ukrainian

- singular and plural, and three genders - masculine, feminine, and neuter. Major

differences of Ukrainian morphology and syntax from English include:

. two forms of the address pronoun you: formal and informal (German, French,

Spanish, Russian and other languages also have this feature)

o the absence of articles in llkrainian



. a relativelv loose word order in sentences in Ukrainian

o three genders of nouns, adjectives, ordinal numerals, pronouns and verbs in the Past

Tense

nouns that change their endings (cases) depending on their functions in the sentence.

Ukrainian has seven cases. Compare this with German (four cases) or Russian (six

cases)

. grammatical tenses (present, past, future), forms of verbs that express the idea of

completed or progressive action.

Sentence construction of Ukrainian is characterized by frequent inversion of sentence

order, i.e., verb first and subject later. Owing to the inflexions, the word order is much

more elastic and variable than in English that represent some challenge in teaching the

language.

Vocabuløry ønd Problems of Teøchíng Modern Ukrøiniøn

When people think of a language, they tend to think almost inevitably of words:

vocabulary. When they think of language development, they also tend to think of

vocabulary enlargement. There always is the question: what vocabulary to teach and in

what sequence? Which words are the most frequent and most necessary? Ukrainian poses

some special problems for instructors: not only what vocabulary to teach, but also the

entire issue of how the language is evolving, what is the status of borrowings and

neologisms, and how they should be reflected in teaching? These are special problems
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because of the recently instituted orthographical changes that followed independence of

I-Ikraine in 1991. In a situation of a rapid change the instructor has to make adjustment

what vocabulary to use in teaching.

Ukrainian is a Slavic language, that shares quite a few linguistic features with its closest

neighbours, Belarusan, Russian, and Polish; it also has its own unique vocabulary, rules

of grammar and syntax. As any other language, tlkrainian has dialects that are spoken in

different parts of the country. A most commonly recognised distinction is between the

language of Western lJkraine, which is closer to Polish, and that of Eastern l-lkraine,

which is more influenced by Russian. Another important difference is between popular

Ukrainian and standard tlkrainian. Popular Ukrainian significantly deviates from the

standard noÍns described in grammar books and dictionaries and may in fact be a

mixture of Russian and Ukrainian or diluted with many Polish borrowings. This is, of

course, a natural process found in any language. Standard Ukrainian does not exclude

colloquial forms, but generally adheres to language noTrns.

The long-lasting division of Ukrainian territory among various states at different times

(the territories of present-day Ukraine were ruled by Poland, Russia, Austro-Hungary,

Czechoslovakia, Romania and others) has left its trace in the history of both the standard

and the spoken languages. The nineteenth and twentieth centuries in particular left some

significant differences in language habits and norms. The history of the modern literary

language begins with Ivan Kotlarevsky's Aeneid (1798), which is generally recognized as

the first successful literary work, and writings of the llkrainian novelist Hryhorii Kvitka
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(1778-1843). ln literature the reputation of Ukrainian was established by the poetry of

Taras Shevchenko whose Kobzar (1840) was an epochal event. After Shevchenko there

followed a steady stream of distinctively national writers, such as Marko Vovchok,

Leonid Hlibov, Ivan Nechui-Levytsky, Stepan Rudansky, and Panteleimon Kulish.

Speaking about current ethno-linguistic processes in lJkraine, V. Naulko and S. Rapavy

have argued that, in general, contemporary social and linguistic trends

reflect the further consolidation of the llkrainian people, their increasing

national awareness and social mobility, as well as the formation of their
common cultural characteristics and customs based on the best national

traditions and current achievements of humanity. I

Over the last eleven years, the following tendencies can be observed: the merging of

regional differences, the narrowing of dialects, and increased use of the standard literary

language in everyday speech.

However, Ukrainian remains avery dynamic, evolving langUage, when media and

technology have global reach and Ukraine's economy is at the stage of rapid

transformation. Language usage evolves and changes so rapidly that we often fail to

realize that what in the past took centuries, now happens in a matter of years, months or

even days. The latest innovations and new technology lead to neologisms, borrowings,

the rapid aging of words and the re-evaluation of meaning in all languages. Similar

linguistic processes were observed in Ukrainian in the past as well. For example, in the

Kyivan-Rus period (X-XIIIth century), the main source of borrowings was from Church

rNaulko,Vsevolod, Rapavy Stephen "Nationalþ and Linguistic Change in Ukraine". The llkrainian
Ouarterl)¡, Vol. LV, issue 2, 1999.pp.148-149.
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Slavonic, Greek and Turkic languages. Examples of Church Slavonic ate òyx,

1natrceucmao,'Greek: aHzer, zpaJaoma;Turkic: 6ozamup, monap. Borrowings from Old

Scandinavian were limited to military and commercial activities: eapne, u4ozna. The

crucial influence in the Middle Ukrainian period was played by Polish, due to its political

and cultural domination. It shaped much of the administrative language of the time,

reflecting the expansion of the'Western word-stock in culture, technology, and the arts. A

largepartof the innumerable Polonisms adopted in the Middle Llkrainian period (about

50%) were lost, but Modern Ukrainian still remains closer in its word-stock to Polish

than to any other Slavic language.

Borrowings have become so common in the language that we are often not even aware of

their foreign origin. For example: uir,¡ø, qircaeuù, 4inrcoa, leH3eub, zactto, nepeutrcoòa,

ueòonyzuít, òouleumy, KoHamtt, o6i4nmu, rcoòno, utnto6, omputvtamu came from Polish;

6paua, o¿uòa, napKaH from Czech;xnoneqb from Serbian;xpaM, ¿IaBQ, enaòurca,

Com1¡pumu ftomBulgarian; mosapu, mop6a, KO3aK, Zap6ys, utmaHu, 'toíomuwete

borrowed from Turkic; MopK6a, paHoK, òpyrc, uyna, 6ymep6poò came from German;

enouzenie, nauaxuòawere borrowed from Greek; qepeutHn, suHo, pycaJtrca, rconnòa came

from Latin; rcyrcypyòsawas borrowed from Romanian; coíarca, uaúòau, 6asap ftom

Iranian, etc. Due to Ukraine's geographical location and considerable trade with Russia

the llkrainian language will always have Russian borrowings. Even borrowings from

'Western languages are made most often through Russian mediation. The universal

bilingualism of Ukraine caused frequent mixing of the two languages and numerous
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calques. Such words as npoJvructtoricmø, Komer, KotruoaaH, cotos, Bucryza, eoeHKouam

are good examples of the rapid adaptation of Russian words in the language.

Similar processes of borrowing are observed in other languages, particularly Slavic. For

example, Ukrainian words can be found in Belarusan: JvtosoK, conupa, oxopoHnmu, no3aÒ,

pncuuit, mimrca, npoxemu, seonircamu, oínirc;Russian: 6y6nurc, cuare4, noacmaHqbt,

noceKa, 6opu+, gHaxapb, 6ouòapø, noònonrcoeHttK, qyMaK, 6apeHuK, KopJtc, øcrc;Polish:

Itreczka, ltodowac, hlak, hospodar, brøha, ltukac, chory, etc.

Today, in the era of globalization, when Ukraine's international business and cultural

contacts have been rapidly growing, most borrowings have come from the English

language and have been called internationalisms. The number of internationalisms is

growing and replacing Russian borrowings. Here are few examples of intemational

words: MapKemu*z, oþic, íporcep, 6puþiuz, úopyr, nisuuz, cnircep, iuacuuupiuz,

rcoucanmiuz, Jvtep, 6ayqep, Kown'tomep, þarcc, uoòea, rcapmpiòtrc, uircpoþou, òucx,

òucrcema, KanbKyrnmop, eeuòep, etc. ln modem standard l-Ikrainian the general rule is to

adopt foreign words to the morphological system of the language. Foreign nouns ending

in a consonant or in- a decline like native nouns with such endings independent of their

gender in the original language. For example mepaca declines llke npurcpaca, þnomllke

pom.Exceptions like aòpeca are extremely rare. Adjectives borrowed from other

languages as a rule are adapted by taking the nominative singular masculine the ending -

yi with its set of gender, number and case endings usually preceded by a native suffix as

in cynoeuù, òcrceuoeuù, etc. Foreign verbs take a native suffix, most tlpically -uva (ty):
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- ui (u) and are conjugated as native verbs, such as MoHmyaamu, MoHmyto, rcouauòyeamu,

rcouauòyn. They enter flkrainian without aspect differentiation. However, when they

are naturali zed they tend to mark perfective aspect by adding a prefix. For instance,

ap eumo sy 6 amu - 3 a ap e wmo eye amu, etc.

Borrowings in their assimilated form can, of course, be found in many languages, and the

assimilation of new borrowings continues. It might be explained by the fact that our busy

society has no time to look for appropriate language equivalents; it simply transfers and

adapts the borrowed words' forms. The language might be desperate to find the

appropriate native form but lack of time and the need to use a word as quickly as possible

often impedes search for the correct native equivalent. Many observers note that the

language of the media is one of the main sources of innovations. The media influences

public tastes, views and interests. Larysa Kozlovska, speaking of the language of

periodicals, suggests that

the language of periodicals, to a lesser degree than that of the newspapers

and radio, is marked by selectivity in the way new word-concepts are

introduced or rejected. It abounds in neologisms peculiar to our time thus

leading to enrichment and widening of stylistic and expressive

possibilities of the literary language.'

However, I agree with A. Humesky that in many cases the style of the media is highly

emotional, often coloured with irony, and many neologisms are simplified calques from

foreign borrowings3. At the same time, we have to remember that there is no such a thing

2 Kozlovska, Laryssa. "Movne Ocin¡re Slovo v Zhurnalnykh Publikaciakh 90-h rokiv". Cultwa Slova. 1997.

p.42.

3 Humesky, Assya. "State and Status of the Ukrainian Language Today and Tomorrow". The Ulsainian

OuarterlJ¡. Vol LVI, issue 4, 2000. p' 395.
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as absolute purity in language. We have to accept the fact that certain "Russian",

"English" or "international" words have become "Ukrainian" and will continue to widen

its vocabulary through coÍrmon, popular usage in Ukraine, which in large part determines

what a language is and will be. However, most linguists are in agreement on the need to

be vigilant and combat any attempts to assimilate the language into another.

The Ukrainian government is itself concerned with this issue and since independence in

1991 has started to review the language, purge some of the Russianisms and establish

new official standards for what constitutes the official Ukrainian language. Nowadays, it

is quite common to observe the return of words that went out of fashion years ago, as

well as the introduction of slang and dialectisms. For example, words like:y qapuui,

Mona, nomnz, c6imnuuø, cryxa*Ka, cninøuoma, qoconuc, þynòyeamu, 6lrîuKi4

nowapaHqozuù, etc., are used a great deal by the media and official documents. ln

addition, the terminological boom within the last ten years in many disciplines has led to

neologisms and the semantic re-evaluation of meaning, for example: co4ianøuuti

npaqieuurc, zenòep, niònpueueqb, zJIocHt¿K, npueamuuú, arcqia, þouòoea 6ipuca,

þpan4in, forms of address noH, noui, etc. Some of the words which used to carry

negative meaning have now acquired positive or neutral one. Some of the new

formations have led to neologisms, which reflect certain socio-political meanings, which

might disappear with time, like; rcpaevyqKa, Kporttyrciøcmao, npuxsamu3aqia, rcyuuisu,

rcyvuozeúm, etc. Words which used to have a very narrow, specific meaning have begun

to be used in different contexts, like posíyòoea, zpouaòa, nonimuKo, npoeKm,

cninau oma, euu,min, etc.
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"Literatuma Ukraina", Ukraine, January II,2001, one of the leading literary periodicals

published a list of changes to the Ukrainian orthography proposed by leading Ukrainian

linguists. Most of these coffespond to the historical norns of development of the

Ukrainian language, which was limited and confined by Soviet language policy. Some of

the suggestions have already become part of standard orthography. For example, the

letter r, has expanded its geography. Now it can be found in first and last names,

geographic names, etc'. òsula, lasa, tynn, peMulamu, fyòsu, Íanalau, Íouma, Íeuurc,

Ítrcuryurcuù, Íura, fperyyrc, Íput, Íymrcoecarcuù, Íoprauu, fopouòa, fauu'tL

These changes have now been adopted by leading journals and newspapers, and are being

introduced into school textbooks. Other changes that have been suggested by leading

Ukrainian linguists include the following:

(1) Taking into account language usage among the majority of Ukrainians, as

reflected in the Atlas of the Ulvainian languagea, as well as usage by the classical

authors of Ukrainian literature, such as I. Kotliarevsky, the founder of the literary

Ukrainian (LI conat KpbrMKbr n 6axnayrxbr; po3ÄyrË Bb HbD(b xpa6pocmu oroHr), T.

Shevchenko (llorunø ro6u rrrarep-6oNa Tiø ínoeoòamuBcero roro, qoro Marbl He

eyrraie ¿arrr), and contemporary usage in the media, it is proposed to rehabilitate the

ending -ø in nouns in the genitive case, singular, 3-rd group: eicmu, 3ltocmu,

paòocmu, oceHu, cottu, Kpo6u, nto6oeu. In t945 the inflecti oî -u was replaced by -i

in nouns of genitive case, singulal 4th goup. Leading Ukrainian linguists have also

suggested to renew the inflexioî-u-'. itfleuu, nJteMeHu, ciueuu. This would be in

4 Literanrma Ukraina, January 11,2001, Atlas of the Ulsainian language, volume I, map 190, volume II,
maos 174-175.
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accord with the historical language tradition. In addition, these words will join the

common language paradigm: òumflmu, KoseH.nmu, rcypuamu, etc.

(2) It has also been suggested that the vocative case be used in addressing people:

Ieaue! Ieaue leauoeuuy! Ilaue I6aue, nane npoþecope, nave ¿eHepaJte, naHe

Ilpesuòeume, nqHe npoþecope llununuyrcy !

(3) The new orthography also indicates that there is to be no return to the palatalized

n, the so-called "fiÍrborroKannfl". The usage of the hard or soft ¿ depends on the

linguistic tradition: 6at, uonercyno, Kilac, ruaH, Kolouin, þnom, 6nysa, anernmus,

naKyonfl, uurn¿ep, zonøþ, wtbottt, ínrouiuz, etc. The palatalization of new borrowings

with ¿ is defined by the type of consonant in the source language.

(4) Church words, which in many cases are borrowings from Greek have u between

the consonants instead of i : eeauzerucm, enucKon, Mumpononum, qpxututauÒpum,

enumpaxurrb, Kulom, npoKluueH, arunyfl, etc. It is also suggested to standardizethe

spelling of names in church and religious literature:.flrco+, IOòa, which corresponds

to the Ukrainian historic tradition and spirit of the language.

(5) Under the influence of the Galician or Western Ukrainian tradition in

orthography, the rule was adopted in 1928 that I and not z should always come at the

beginning of a word. However, many Ukrainian words traditionally had u atthe

beginning of words as a separate Ukrainian phoneme and not as a positional variant
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of i. Therefore, it is suggested to write u inthe beginning of natives before

consonants H, p: uHtauú, uuiú, upiù, upcrca, uuòurc, uplrcamu, etc. Ctxrently, this rule

is under discussion.

(6) Ukrainian has an indeclinable word ni6 "norosuHa"2 nie ua wocmy, o nie ua

òpyzy. According to the Russian spelling of non which has a similar meaning, the

I-lkrainian spelling of uis was traditionally similar to its Russian counterparts:

nieaprcyuta, nie 'n6nyrca, nie-Kueea. It is suggested to wnte nie separately if it denotes

half of something: nie ¿oòuuu, nie nimpa, nie nínyrca, nie Kueea.If nle does not

denote halt it becomes a prefix: nirKono, nieòeuø, nieui,t, nienimpa.

(7) It has also been suggested that the apostrophe be placed after labials, which are

preceded not only by p but also by n: non6'nuui.4 butnot non6nuuù.

(8) A return to the orthography of 1919-1921 is recommended and ¿ be written in

common foreign words with g and h: zep6apiù, zinomesq, zo3, ¿osema, znpaitc, aon,

zonrcinep, zpoz. Some words mainly due to their borrowing from English via Russian

havex: xae6erc, xorceù, Hoy-xay.

(9) According to the language tradition it is recommended to avoid ¿ in the beginning

of words borrowed from Greek apþa, icmopin, ouoHiu, ocaHHa, etc, However, new

borrowings which came to l-Ikraine via Western languages require ¿ in the beginning:

ze¡øo¿noíiu, zonozpaþin, zouo¿euuuú, etc. However, proper names should be spelled

close to their pronunciation in the source language, for example: Gor as fop.
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(10) The Greek 0 (Latin th) is denoted by m in Ukrainian: acm¡øa, 6i6niomeKa, emuKa,

uemoò, namemuKa, pum6, meomp, mpoH;and to a lesser degfee by ú, auaQeua,

òuþipau6, eþip, uiþ, etc. In proper names with th, particularly names of people we

have two parallel forms: Azaþauzen - A¿amøuzen, Aþiua - Ameul, Mapþa -
Mapma, @ercna (Bercna)- Tercnn, (Þeoòociít-Teoòocitit, Toòoca, etc. Due to this it is

suggested to have two parallel standard forms: eúip - emep, rcøþeòpa - 
rcameòpa,

uapaþou - Ãtapomou, feþcunaucarcuú - femcuuaucurcutl, etc.

(11) Reduplication of consonants is minimized in foreign words: moHa (instead of

mouua), Mupa (instead of uippa),buteaHua,6ynna, etc.

(12) The present orthography includes the rule, that foreign words after consonants

require apOStrophe before.fi, IO, e,ï: 6'eþ, rcoun'Iomep, iumepe'to, etc. Similar

spelling is proposed for words tlke 6'toòtrcem.

(13) The foreign io, jo are denoted by io: iou, iouiùcørcua, Ioui'tue 
^'tope, 

etc andby

úo: ùtoò, ùoma, ùopòau, ïIoPòania.

(14) The word npoeKm reflects the Russian orphoepics, and it is suggested that it be

replaced by e: npoercm. Itis also recommended to remove ü in wordsi napaHofl,

ceKson, þeepeeprc, þoe, etc.

(15) Modern orthography suggests unifying au inGreek and Latin borrowings like:

anmop, nanp, aszyp, etc; and ayi aymeKottoein, naypeam, þayuo, iuayeyparyin, etc and

replace them by -ae: aeòum, aeòumopia, etc.
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(16) Foreign nouns ending in o tended to be treated like native neuter nouns in-o: rciuo

- rciua. Iî 1934 this treatment under pressure from russificatory political and

linguistic developments, was declared non-standard and eliminated from the standard

language. Kiuo was supposed to be retained in all cases. However, the recent review

of the orthography suggests that borrowings, which end on -o decline like neuter

natives: nanbme, cumpe, rciua, etc.

Some of the suggested changes: (1), (2), (3), (4), (8), (9), (10), (13) have already been

introduced into standard usage, the others are still under discussion.

Although language purists sometimes express concem about foreign borrowings, change

and evolution should not be feared in a language. Certain Russian or international words

will become assimilated into llkrainian through common popular usage, and this will

enrich and broaden the language. The Ukrainian state now sets standards for the official

I-Ikrainian language. It influences the direction the language takes but must take account

ofpopular usage.

The teacher of modern Ukrainian must be aware of these recent changes and the direction

in which the language is evolving. I have used the latest Ukrainian periodicals, including

Literaturna Ukraina and the Holovachuk's llkrainian Orthographic Dictionary,1994,

Kyrv, published by Dovira as the latest authority.
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Chapter II

Communicative Language Teaching and its Features

Linguistic, social and cultural tendencies in modern Ukrainian need to be reflected in

language teaching. The CLT methodology that was initiated in the 1970s had a profound

effect on foreign and./or second language teaching. Many researchers at that time felt that

students were not learning enough realistic and meaningful language within audiolingual

and grammar-translation methods and did not know how to communicate using

appropriate social language, gestures, or expressions; in brief, students were at a loss to

communicate in the culture of the language studied. The Notional-Functional Syllabus

(l\rFS) first developed by Van Ek and Alexander in 1975 and followed by numerous

interpretations of Wilkins in 1976 was based on previous practices but took with it some

of the positive aspects of language acquisitions. The distinguishing characteristics of the

NFS were its attention to functions as the organising elements of the language curriculum

and its contrast with a structural syllabus in which the focus is on grammatical forms.

Being specifically focused on curricular structure, it organised language materials around

such functions as identifying, reporting, denying, accepting, declining, asking

permissions, apologising, etc. The NFS quickly provided common ground for the

development of communicative textbooks and materials. Many of them were organised

around a sequence of functional topics such as:

o Introductions and greetings

5 Described in Berns, Margie. "Functional Approaches to Language and Language Teaching: Another

Look". 1984. Initiatives in Communicative Language Teaching. A Book of Readings. Ed. Sandra Savignon

and Margie S. Berns. Massachusetts:Addison-Wesley Publishing Company,1984. pp. 4-21.
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o Invitations and apologies

o Gratitude, compliments and congratulations

o Requests and directions

o Offers

. Advice and intentions

o Pleasure and displeasure

. Expressing opinion

o Intemrpting

o Changing the topic of conversation

A typical unit in an NFS textbook included presentation of dialogues, conversation

practice with a classmate, situations in which the student figures out what to say, role

plays, chart work, multiple choice exercises, one-sided dialogues, non-verbal

considerations, discussions and extra-class practice. However, NFS was not a method.

First of all, it did not specify how to teach. Secondly, it did not provide any learning

strategies for getting messages and negotiating the meaning as interactive participants do

in spoken or written discourse. NFS was a syllabus. However, by focusing on functional

pulposes of language, and by providing contextual (notional) settings for realisation of

those purposes, NFS provided a link between different methods and set the stage for a

bigger and better methodology, which became known under a variety of names, including

notional-fu nctional, teaching for pro ficienc y, proficiency-bas ed instruction, and

communicative language teaching (CLT).
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Researchers who helped to develop the theory and practice of the communicative

languageteaching (Brown, l99l; Brumfit, 1984; Littlewood, 1981; Nunan, 1988 &

1999; Rivers, 1981, 1987) described CLT as a methodology that opens

up a wide perspective to language learning, enriching foreign language acquisition,

engaging students in activities in which they must think critically, and providing

opportunities to use the target language in meaningful contexts. W. Littlewood suggests

that

the most effrcient communicator in a foreign language is not always the

person who is best at manipulating its structures. It is often the person who
is most skilled at processing the complete situation involving himself and

his hearer, takile into account of what knowledge is already shared

between them.o

The learner needs to acquire not only a set of linguistic items, but also strategies for using

them in specific situations.

The goal of the communicative language teaching is to make use of real-life situations

that necessitate communication. It proposes ways for learners to internalize a second

language and to experiment in a classroom context by teaching students how to react in a

real world situation. The instructor sets up a situation that learners are likely to encounter

in real life. Unlike the audiolingual method of language teaching, which relies on

repetition and drills, the communicative approach can leave learners in anticipation as to

the outcome of a class exercise, which will vary according to their reactions and

responses. The focus in CLT is not on single words out of context, but on the use of these

6 Littlewood, William. Communicative Lansuage Teaching: An Introduction. Cambridge University Press,

1981. p 4.
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words, and the ability to recognize and make questions, answers and statements as part of

a dialogue, as and when appropriate. A learner's motivation to learn comes from his/her

desire to communicate in meaningful ways about meaningful topics. Margie S. Berns

(1984), an expert in the field of communicative language teaching, writes that "it is

context that gives meaning to form and function and makes it possible for us to make

sense of any instance of language" þ.19).

David Nunan (1991) suggests five features to charactenze CLT:

1. An emphasis on learning to communicate through interaction in the target language

2.The introduction of authentic texts into the learning situation

3. The provision of opportunities for learners to focus not only on language, but also on

the learning process itself

4. An enhancement of the learner's own personal experience as important contributing

elements to classroom learning

5. An attempt to link classroom language learning with language activation outside the

classroom (p.279).
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The Centrølity of Interøction

At the center of current theories of communicative competence lies the interactive nature

of communication.

Through interaction, students can increase their language store as they
listen to or read authentic linguistic material, or even the ouþut of their
fellow students.T

Therefore, the communicative purpose of language encourages us to create opportunities

for genuine interaction in the classroom. V/ithout interaction language learning might be

a boring, frustrating and sometimes even a threatening experience. Boring, because the

lesson may have no relation to the students and their world. Frustrating, since the students

often find it difficult to live up to their own expectations of themselves and those of the

teacher. Threatening, because they are measuring their progress against that of their

classmates. Many language teachers have come to believe that it is not only the

particular teaching approach that turns students off language learning, but the failure of

the teacher to be aware of and apply certain underlying principles, which make language

learning more relevant and rewarding. Basically, these principles suggest that students

perform best and retain a foreign language more successfully when they involve

themselves in the learning process by choosing what to say, write and read in a secure,

supportive environment. They are using the language naturally as they would in real

situations and are encouraged to work together cooperatively. They are not just parroting

the teacher's sentences or doing controlled dialogues from a textbook but are working in

pairs or small groups on their own without constant supervision from the teacher. Part of

t Rivers, Wilga. "Interaction as the Key to Teaching the Language for Communication". 1987. Interactive

Language Teaching. Ed. Wilga Rivers. Cambridge, New York Cambridge University Press, 1987.

p.4.
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the teacher's art is to create, or stimulate student creation of the types of situations in

which interaction naturally blossoms and in which students can use for actual

communication what they have been learning in a more formal fashion. In this way, they

arc already engaging in the central activity for which language is used in human relations.

Through interactive communicative activities students can increase their vocabulary, as

they listen to or read authentic linguistic materials, or even their fellow students'

discussions, joint problem-solving tasks or dialogues. In interaction students can use all

they have learnt or absorbed expressing the real meaning which is important to them.

Even at elementary stage they leam to experiment with the language, to make the little

they know go a long way. ln a second-language situation, interaction becomes essential

to survival in the new language and culture. A relaxed and enthusiastic atmosphere

stimulates and promotes interaction. The interaction may be quiet; it may be noisy; it

may be dynamic; it can take place in a large or small group, or in pairs; but it will be

there with students deeply involved in tasks and activities that draw on their creativity

and stimulate that of the teacher. Rivers (1987) suggests that in an interactive classroom

there will be. first of all:

1. Much listening to authentic materials. The listening will be purposeful as

students prepare to use what they have heard in some way. Authentic material

include teacher talk, audio and videotapes, newspapers,magazines, cartoon

books, letters, instructions, menus, maps, etc. Authentic materials shouldn't be

difficult materials. With careful selection and preparation they will be fine-tuned

to a level accessible for a group.
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Students from the beginning listen and speak in reacting to pictures and objects, in

role-plays, through acting-out and in discussion; they create radio talk shows,

simulate cocktail parties, or job interviews, argue about events and position taken

and share points of view, etc.

Students are involved in joint tasks: purposeful activity where they work together

doing or making things, making arrangements, entertaining others, preparing

materials for festivals and presentations - all the time using the language as they

concentrate on the task.

Students watch films and videotapes of native speakers interacting. They observe

nonverbal behavior and the types of exclamations and filling expressions that are

used, how people initiate and sustain the conversation, how they negotiate

meaning, terminate the episode, etc. Audio taping and videotaping are useful.

Varieties of language, stress and intonation can also be acquired and practiced in

this tlpe of activity.

Pronunciation may be improved interactively not only while listening and

speaking but also in poetry reading and creation or while preparing dialogues,

plays, or skits where reading the material over and over with each other is the

learning procedure.

If reading is the activity, there should be lively interaction of reader and text -

interpretation, expansion, discussing alternative possibilities or other conclusions.

Often reading leads to creative production in speech or writing, as students are

inspired to write stories, poems, plays, radio programs, or film scenarios, or their

own plots for stories and plays.

a
J.

4.

5.

6.
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What is written should be something that will be read by somebody. Dialogues,

letters or journals are excellent examples of interactive writing. Students write to

the teacher or to each other, and the reader responds with a fuither message,

combining reading and writing in a purposeful activity. Instead of correcting, the

teacher might rephrase awkward expressions while commenting on the content.

Interaction takes place when students correspond with a native speaker of their

own age or a stranger selected from a telephone book or Internet.

Interaction does not preclude the learning of the grammatical system of the

language. We communicate better if we understand and express the nuances of

meaning. However, learning grammar is not simple exposure to the rules but

rather inductive development of rules from living language materials and then

performing rules. Many activities can be developed in which students use

particular structures without feeling they are learning grammar.

Testing should be interactive and proficiency-oriented. It should replicate normal

use of language as much as possible. As soon the test becomes an interesting and

absorbing activity, the student is mentally interacting with the test writer and the

test becomes an organic process of construction of meaning in comprehension and

expression.

10. Interacting with the community is extremely important. Students can use

community resources to work on a project, or help with the project, join in a

festival (see 10-15).

8.

9.
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Authenticity of Lønguøge

As learners are to be prepared for communication in the real world, authentic materials

should be used in the classroom. Students achieve fluency in using a language when their

attention is focused on conveying and receiving authentic messages. In fact, it has been

proven that the use of authentic materials motivates learners more and enables them to

see the relevance of classroom activity to their long-term communicative goals. Through

natural language rather than artificial material students will be more motivated to be

engaged in any classroom activity.

David Nunan defines authentic language as a "sample of spoken and written language

that has not been specifically written for the purposes of teaching language"s. It has been

argued that authenticity is a relative matter, and that as soon as one extracts a piece of

language from the communicative context in which it occurred and takes it into the

classroom, one is de-authenticating it to a degree. In other words, it is not possible to

have absolute authenticity in the classroom. Non-authentic language should not be

completely banned from the classroom; written texts and dialogues have an important

place there. Such materials provide security and comfort, and helps learners to see the

various pattems and systems that make up the language. However, learners should also

receive authentic language as much as possible, because, ultimately, if they only

encounter specially written dialogues and listening texts, the language learning process

will be more difficult.

t Nunan, David. Second Language Teaching & Learning. Heinle & Heinle Publishers ITP An International
Thomson Publishing Company, 1999. p. 196.
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Exposing leamers to authentic texts is important for two reasons. Firstly, non-authentic

listening texts differ in certain ways from authentic texts. They usually contain linguistic

features more usually found in written rather than spoken language. There are few of the

overlaps, hesitations and false starts found in authentic texts, and there is very little

negotiation of meaning. These differences do not always adequately prepare learners for

dealing with genuine communication either inside or outside the classroom because,

some of the features of authentic communication that rarely appear in non-authentic texts

(such as repetition, requests of clarification and so on) facilitate comprehension. The

advantage of using authentic language is that learners deal with target language items in

the kinds of contexts that they naturally occur, rather than in a written context. Use of

authentic language in the classroom will assist learners because they will experience the

language item in interaction with other related grammatical and speech elements. It takes

energy and creativity to employ authentic context and meaningful interaction but even

drills can be structured to provide a sense of authenticity. Beginners can practice simple

greetings and introductions. Even at the initial stage of learning the authentic materials

should not be simplified to the extent that the language is no longer authentic. lnstead,

learners should be taught strategies of how to deal with authentic texts and understanding

the main idea of such texts, e.g. by understanding the meaning of unknown words using

the context or knowledge of their mother tongue (if the words are similar). At a more

advanced stage learners deal with invitations, letters, newspaper articles, etc. Therefore,

the choice of learning resources is of extreme importance to ensure that learners do not

learn using texts that are outdated and no longer of relevance in today's world. Among

several resources for teachingllearningUkrainian as a second or foreign language only
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few textbooks, such as l-Ikrainian - A Complete Course for Besinners by Olena Bekh and

James Dingley (1997), and tlkrainian Lanzuage Development Series Nova being

developed under the guidance of Olenka Bilash (2000), which was designed within the

age context of kindergarten to Grade 12, represent a good example of usage of authentic

texts for teaching/leaming purposes.

Focus on how to leørn skills

In recent years language teaching methodology has seen a dramatic increase in attention

to the language learning process itself. There is a Chinese saying: "It is better to teach

someone how to fish than to give them the fish." Having invested time and efforts into

developing their own set of leaming strategies, learners can take responsibility for a good

deal of their leaming. In accordance with the principle of process orientation, learners

should be consciously taught language learning strategies. There are strategies available

for improving listening and reading comprehension, learning and remembering grammar,

understanding and memorizing lexical items etc. Some learners with experience in

foreign language learning will already have a repertoire of strategies. For instance, the

use of a dictionary, the most important reference tool available to learners, should be

stressed. Many learners do not make maximum use of their dictionaries simply because

they are unaware of what these may offer them. Leaming orientation will make learners

more auronomous, and they will be able to engage in independent learning even outside

of the classroom or after the course.
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In an era of interactive, intrinsically motivated, learner-centered teaching, leamer strategy

skills promote a gteater awareness of what leamers are doing and make the learning

process more effective. One of the principal goals in communicative language teaching

is to help learners develop their own unique individual ways to successful learning. Very

often successful learners achieve their goals through conscious, systemic application of

learning strategies. First of all, the learning of any skill involves a certain investment of

time and efforts. A complex set of skills such as those required in learning to speak

another language, for example Ukrainian, is acquired through an investment of

considerable time in observing, focusing, practicing, monitoring, correcting, etc. Rubin

and Thompson (1982) generalized good language learners as those, who:

1. find their own way, taking charge of their learning

2. organize information about language

3. are creative, developing a feel for the language by experimenting with its

graÍrmar and words

4. make their own opportunities for practice in using the language inside and outside

the classroom

5. learn to live with uncertainty, continuing to talk or listen without understanding

every word

6. use different memory strategies to recall what has been leamt

7. make effors work for them and not against them

8. use linguistic knowledge, including knowledge of their native language and other

learnt languages
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9. use contextual cues to help with comprehension

10. learn to make intelligent guesses

11. learn to manipulate learning style levels

12.Ieamdifferent styles of speech and writing and learn to vary language according

to the situation (see 49-91).

Rebecca Oxford in her book Language Learning Strategies: 
'What every Teacher

Ought to Know (1990) recommends many different techniques to improve the

language leaming process and shows which strategies they encourage:

1. To lower inhibitions: play guessing games and communication games; do role

plays and skits; use plenty of group work; laugh with your students

2. To encourage risk-taking: praise students for making sincere efforts to try out

language; use fluency exercises where errors are not corrected at that time; give

assignments to try out language

3. To build students' self-confidence: tell students explicitly or implicitly (verbally

or not verbally) that you do indeed believe in them; list their strengths and what

they have accomplished in the course

4. To help them develop intrinsic motivation: remind them explicitly about the

rewards for learning languages; remind ofjob opportunities for them if they speak

for example lJkrainian; help them to see rewards beyond the final exam

5. To promote cooperative learning: encourage students to share their knowledge; do

a considerable amount of small group work;play down competitions among

students
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To encourage them to use right-brain processing: use movies and tapes in class;

do skimming exercises; do oral fluency exercises where the object is to get

students to talk (or write) without being corrected

To promote ambiguity tolerance: encourage students to ask you and each other

questions when they do not understand something; keep theoretical explanations

very simple and brief; deal with few rules at a time

To help them use intuition: praise students for good guesses; do not always use

explanations of errors; correct preferably just those that interfere with learning

To get students to make their mistakes work for them: tape record students' oral

production and get them to identify errors; let students catch and correct each

other's errors; encourage students to make lists of their common elTors and to

work on them on their own

10. To get students to set their own goals: explicitly encourage students to go beyond

the classroom goals; give extra-credit work (see 165-168).

Oxford also draws a distinction between direct strategies and indirect strategies. Direct

strategies include such things as memorizing, analyzing, and reasoning, and guessing

intelligently. lndirect strategies, on the other hand, include things such as evaluating

one's learning, dealing with anxiety and cooperating with others. Perhaps, the most

powerful technique among these strategies is help to develop intrinsic motivation.

Edward Deci defined intrinsically motivated activities as

ones for which there is no apparent reward except the activity itself.
People seem to engage in the activities for their own sake and not because

8.

9.
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they lead to an extrinsic reward. ...Intrinsically motivated behaviors are
aimed to bringing about certain intemally rewarding consequences,
namely, feelings of competence and selÊdetermination.e

According to E. Deci (I975) every technique in the classroom can be intrinsically

motivating if it:

. Appeals to the genuine interests of students and is relevant to their lives

Provides some choices in choosing some aspects of the technique and determining

how the learners go about fulfilling of the technique

Encourages students to discover for themselves certain principles or rules rather

than simplybeing told

Contributes to students' independence and autonomy

Foster cooperative negotiation with other students in the class

Promotes interaction and is conducted in a positive and enthusiastic manner

Presents a reasonable challenee

Provides suff,rcient feedback on learners'performance (see 210-219)

When all these factors are duly considered the learners'long-term goals, their level of

thinking and feeling and their global assessment of their potential is much better served

by promoting intrinsic motives. The instructor's task is to maintain these intrinsically

motivating orientations in the process of teaching. Few Ukrainian teachingileaming

resources are focused on how to learn skills and facilitate intrinsic motivation of learners.

Olena Bekh and James Dingley in their textbook flkrainian A Complete Course for

e Deci, Edward. Intrinsic Motivation. Plenum Press ,1975.p.23,
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Beginners (1997) try to meet needs of students and create a supportive climate of risk

taking and choice, providing an environment in which llkrainian language is used for the

purposes of communication and learning of culture. Ukrainian Languaee Development

Series Nova (2000) developed under the guidance of Olenka Bilash is a versatile

children's program for learning Ukrainian as a foreign language that accommodates the

diversity of learning styles, facilitates the use of target language, and provides exposure

to a wide range of excellent authentic language models. In both textbooks students are

provided with the opportunity to explore new ideas and experiences, construct meaning

and practice communication that is an intrinsically motivating experience.

Focus on leørners' needs

In language learning, some students may have quite a good idea about where they are and

what exactly they want to learn. Others may only have the vague idea that they want to

learn the language but may not know what is involved in this learning process.

The factors which should be considered in meeting the individual needs of students

include prior knowledge of leamers, experiences of learning languages, motivation,

language and cultural background, etc. In a number of teaching situations, what to teach

and in which order is determined by the teaching institution, or the textbook. Some kind

of needs analysis may nevertheless be useful in order to find out what students want to

learn and what they need to do with the language (the wants and needs may not

necessarily be identical). This analysis can take the form of an informal conversation with

students either before or at the very beginning of the course - covering such questions as:
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what skills to concentrate on (speaking, listening, reading, writing). If

concentration is on speaking/listening: who would students be talking to, in what

situations - and what would they want and need to communicate? If emphasis is to

be put on reading/ writing, what exactly do students want and need to read/ write;

. in what contexts or situations the learners may want to and./or have to use the

target language.

A short questionnaire to discover why students are enrollinglhave enrolled on a course in

Ukrainian might be useful (see Appendix 3). The completed questionnaire will then serve

as background information in answering the following questions:

. Is there a prevailing motive evident in the class?

. Are most students extrinsically or intrinsically motivated?

. Do the results of the questionnaire tell anything about students'needs?

In situations where the teacher is responsible for the course design, a needs analysis will

help to decide and choose what to teach and what materials to use. Topics and activities

selected for the courses should be based on learners' interest as well as their practical

value for real life communication. This could mean that some deviations from prescribed

curriculum, textbooks or materials may be necessary. At the same time, it also means that

the initial choice of textbooks should be made carefully. Wherever possible, textbooks

and other materials used should offer up-to-date information on Ukraine and its culture.
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Lønguage activøtion outside the classroom

Krashen and Terrell (1983) have argued that the purpose of language instruction is to

allow the learner to communicate outside the classroom. Exposing students to pieces of

the outside world has an important function in respect of providing realistic language

input, establishing a dynamic and meaningful context for learning, and increasing student

motivation. By doing so a bridge between the classroom and the world is constructed.

However, in addition to bringing fragments of the world into the classroom an extension

of the classroom can be effectively utilized as well. Outside-world tasks are perhaps more

obvious activities for intermediate or advanced students, but there are compelling reasons

for introducing such activities from a very early stage in the language learning process.

Communicative methodology makes use of materials and resources, which help to bring

the outside world into the classroom. These may range from non-linguistic items, such as

simple visuals or realia, through to authentic texts including newspaper articles, audio

recordings of conversations or videos of recent TV programs, documentaries, CDs,

Internet, etc. The earlier students begin to engage in outside-world activities, the better.

Clearly, at lower levels extensive preparation is required so that learners have the

necessary linguistic resources and confidence to undertake the tasks set and accomplish

them to a satisfactory degree, without losing the motivation. It is perhaps best to begin

with activities based more on reading, such as following signs and directions or finding

places, where the majority of the talking will be discussion between learners rather than

with native speakers. At the same time, the necessary language for asking questions of

native speakers can be pre-taught, so that more students or groups can make use of.
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Building bridges between the classroom and the outside world, and facilitating students'

entry into that world, has many benefits, not only for lower-level students, including:

o whatever language students encounter in the outside world is always authentic

language

o when well-prepared, students can gain a lot of fruitful listening practice and

vocabulary reinforcement from television shows, films, lectures, documentaries,

etc.

a knowledge of how to behave in everyday linguistic environment has obvious

survival value for students newly arrived in a country where they may not speak

or understand very much of the language, which can be a disorienting and even

fri ghtening exp eri ence

students may also gain practical information, such as how to find their way

around, where to purchase certain products or even how much it costs

students may gain a great deal of cultural knowledge and insight

once initiated into the Internet community, whether through net surfing, e-

mailing, chat or webpage building, they will be able to participate in it long after

having finished their studies, and continue to refresh and develop their language

skills in this way

the early development of a degree of competence in dealing with everyday

linguistic transactions is intrinsically motivating, partly because of their necessity,

but also because students rapidly see their own progress as they extend their

ability to deal with one area after another, and thus develop the confidence to

begin to explore on their own
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o this puts them on track to becoming independent learners, who can make use of

the target language speaking environment to learn in their own time.

The following list details some of the successful activities, which facilitate language use

outside the classroom. The suggested activities can be used at any level of language

proficiency.

Activity 1: Internet

Students can be requested to find out information about current events, famous people

and places, culfure and pop music. The numerous forrune-telling sites on the www are

often very popular with students, and an activity centered around them can be an

interesting adjunct to a study of future forms. At higher levels students could be involved

in more analysis (e.g. of the value of websites) or synthesis (e.g. of the reports of a

particular event from different newspapers across the political spectrum). The Internet

can also be used for group work, and projects, such as planning trips and holidays, where

they have to find out all the information regarding flights, hotels, tours, etc, from the net,

and produce an itinerary and costing for their trip. Of course, not only does the Internet

enjoy great popularity among many students, but also www activities can be conducted

from anywhere in the world, with virtually no modifications. Few examples of sites that

provide information about Ukraine and can be utilized in teaching: www.brama.com;

mvrv.personal. c eu.hu/students/97lRomanZaharii/ukrainian. htm ;

www.cheemo.com/babalans.html: www.eeocities.com/CollegePark/4747lulfflang.html:
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www.uazone.net/Ukraine.html; www.infoukes.com; www.ukemonde.com;

www.ukraine.org; www.)¡ourdictionary.com/nguages/slavic.html ;

http ://ukrspell.virtualave.net/;

www.histor]¡/ukraine.html ; www.rootsweb.conr/-uwgw/index2.html;

www.infoplease.com; etc.

Activity 2:E-mailing

Students can be encouraged to link up with native speaker from Ukraine. It works

especially well if the pen friend is leaming English. Chat sessions are another possibility

(www.kuszta.freeserve.co.uk/l.htm). Students can also be given assignments where they

are asked to correspond with site editors of, for example, fan club pages, while higher

level students can be asked to write emails to online newspapers. Very often, in my

experience, students do receive replies, which is very motivating and sometimes leads

them into an exchange of emails, providing extra language practice in a communicative

setting. There are also a number of scientific and other websites, which invite net surfers

to send in questions, to which the answers may be published online, for example

http : //ukrspell. virtual ave.net

Activity 3: Setting Up Webpages

Students can be given support in setting up their own individual or group webpages on

subjects of their own choice, or as part of class projects. As well as obtaining valuable

writing practice, students usually receive e-mail feedback from each other and not
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infrequently from other net surfers who just happen to be passing by. This kind of activity

will require the use of the [Ikrainian font, which for'Windows 2000 version can be

installed through a keyboard function (Control panel- lnput locales- Add-Input Locales-

Select Ukrainian (might prompt for Windows CD)-click OK-Apply-OK)). However,

setting up webpages might be time consuming and require computer knowledge of web-

design both from the instructor and the learner.

Activity 4: Television & Radio

Students can be asked to watch TV programs, for example Kontakt llkrainian TV

Network, http://www.infoukes.com/kontakt/ or listen to radio broadcasts, CKJS 810 AM

- a multilingual radio station in Manitoba, serving more than 20 different ethnic groups,

on particular subjects, bearing in mind that the latter are more difficult because of the

lack of visual support. While short excerpts are probably more appropriate if used during

class, students can also be asked to make use of these media in their own time. One

activity that works well at higher levels is to assign one student each day to report on and

summarize the previous day's/that day's main news stories, sports stories and/or weather.

Students are then able to make use of any media -- TV, radio, newspapers, Internet to

construct their class presentations.

Activity 5: Visiting Travel Agents

Students can be asked to plan imaginary holidays to various destinations in Ukraine. It

can be integrated with surfing the net, where students can find out details and prices of
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tours/trips and then report back to the class. The following sites might be helpful for this

kind of activity: www.Ukraine-About.com.Geoeraphy;

lwwv.Llkraine/Recreation and Sp_orts/TraveV; www.ukraine.ore/tourism.html, etc.

Activity 6: Visiting Museums, Churches, Historical Sites

Students might be asked to find items, names or dates, or to respond to art in a simple

way, for example, by ranking paintings in order of age or personal preference, or even

just identifying the subject of paintings listed on a worksheet. Such visits can also give

rise to follow-up class discussions or report writing. It can also be done on-line. For

example, students can be asked to research what is currently exhibited in Kyiv Golden

Gates Art Gallery, wwww. ukraine. orglart.html

Activity 7: Following Maps & Directions

Students can be asked to follow simple directions on the map and identify places they

find along the way; advanced students can be sent to find things without amap, so that

they have to ask for directions. An extension of this kind of activity is a treasure hunt,

where students follow directions to find further information leading them to a certain

goal; the information could be in the form of signs put in place earlier by the teacher, or

at a more advanced level might involve students finding certain people and asking them

for directions. Again, such an activity is likely to be very popular with students, but

involves quite a large amount of organization and co-ordination on the part of the teacher.
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Activity 8: Attending Talks, Lectures and Debates

If the topics are of interest to the majority of students, talks and lectures can provide ideal

opportunities for listening to native speakers. Advanced students often enjoy attending

debates, both for the subject matter and to hear the patterns of interaction between

speakers. In some situations students may even be able to ask questions, though they need

to be well prepared for this. Alternatively, speakers can be invited into the classroom for

a more informal talk.

Activity 9: Attending the Movie

After some preparatory work, ranging from a general study of vocabulary or themes

through to reading the script of the play or film in class, such a visit provides excellent

listening skills practice, and can be followed up with worksheets, class discussions and

debates, or report-writing. The options for using the outside world in inventive v/ays

become far more extensive at higher levels, it can be seen that there are also many

possibilities at lower levels. There is no reason not to begin early, so that by the time

students arrive at higher levels, they are get used to linking classroom practice with

communicative possibilities in the outside world.

A number of potential problems,largely cor¡rected with preparation or practical details,

must be kept in mind when using the outside world as a resource:

o sometimes it is too easy to design enjoyable activities from which the students

learn little or nothins
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if not properly prepared, learners may be füghtened by the activity and fail in the

set task, which would be very demotivating

some activities like treasure hunts require considerable preparation, while others -

- such as surveys composed and conducted by students, or student websites

require extensive teacher support while the activities are running

ideally, because of the cost of living as a student, free activities should be

conducted, but if there is a small cost involved (say, entry fees to a an art gallery)

this should be cleared with all students. or altemativelv other financial resources

can be attracted

o activities involving the Internet or e-mail can only be conducted at an institution

with sufficient resources, and the teacher must be computer-literate; many

students are relatively familiar with computers nowadays, but some others may

require additional help.

Visuals, realia and authentic texts have long been used as aids in the foreign language

classroom, and can have gleat value as an integral part of lessons. If teaching in a target

language, it is possible to go further, and make use of the outside world so that it

becomes an extension of the classroom, where students are able to put into practice what

they have leamed, and are taught how to make use of their surroundings as a source of

comprehensible input. The bridges built between the classroom and the outside world,

and the more gradual transition to outside classroom experience will not only make

language study more meaningful and motivating, but will help learners to go forth as

completely independent learners.
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Chapter III

Communicative Language Teaching and the Four Skills of Language Acquisition

Real communication involves fluency in listening, speaking, reading and writing. In

CLT a focus on communication and interaction in all uses of the language is essential.

Learners need to be able to interpret the language, express themselves in the language

and negotiate meaning. Some may wish to argue that the integration of the four skills

diminishes the importance of the rules of listening, speaking, reading, and writing that are

unique as a separate skill. However, integration of the four skills adds richness to the

learning process, facilitates leamers'motivation and provides a chance to diversify

learners' efforts in more meaningful tasks. Such integration can, of course, still utilize

separate approach to unique characteristics ofeach separate skill, but it is the approach,

which is taken within a communicative, interactive framework. The following

observations made by H. Douglas Brown (1994) support this approach:

1. Production and reception are two sides of the same coin: one cannot split the coin

to two.

Interaction means sending and receiving messages.

Written and spoken language often bear a relationship to each other; to ignore this

relationship is to ignore the richness of language.

For literate leamers the interrelationship of written and spoken language is an

intrinsically motivating reflection of language, culture and society.

By appealing to what learners can do with language we invite any of the four

skills that are relevant into the classroom.

2.

a
J.

4.

5.
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6. Often one skill will reinforce the other; we learn to speak, for example, by

modeling what we hear, and we learn to write by examining what we can read

G,.zte).

Integration of four-skills models is the real-life integration of language skills that

encourages learners to perceive the relationship among several skills, and provides the

language instructor with a great deal of flexibility in creating interesting, motivating

lessons. Few Ukrainian textbooks are focused on integration of the four-skill areas, such

as: ukrainian. A Complete Course for Besinners by Olena Bekh and Jim Dingley (1997)

and Ukrainian Language Development Series Nov¿ (2000) developed under the guidance

of Olenka Bilash. Selected context of these resources allows developing language skills

in a wide range of purposes through a variety of speaking, reading, listening and writing

activities which contribute to the development of effective communication. At the same

time, teachers of llkrainian experience lack of resources for different levels of students,

which would incorporate listening, speaking, reading and writing. Even the latest

textbooks developed in Ukraine, for example llkrainska Mova. Prakt)¡chnlt Kurs

Hramatyky by V. Vinnytska and N. Plusch (1997) are designed specifically to develop

one skill area. However, language resources designed to meet current requirements of

global markets should be targeted at incorporation of the four skills in language

acquisition for effective interaction of learners.
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Speøking and Listening: Interactíve Activities for Ukraíníøn

Communicative activities to develop speaking and listening skills vary widely in theme

and organization. However, according to Sadow (1987) they share a number of features:

1. Students work from the known to the unknown

2. The problem is thoughtfully unclear

3. Any logical response to the problem is acceptable

4. Role play is commonly used

5. Listening skills are crucial at several points in the activity

6. The teacher sets up the activity and then withdraws

7. There is a summing up following student discussion (33-34).

Communicative activities work best when they are an integral part of the course and are

regularly employed in the classroom. They can be used at all levels. Often the difficulty

of the activity can be adjusted by changing vocabulary and sequence of grammar. At all

stages listening skills are very important. If learners do not understand the task they

cannot perform it. The understanding or decoding of any message or stream of speech

depends on the learner's familiarity with phonemic sounds, sequences of sounds,

inflexions, sound changes, structural groupings, word-order clues, meaning of words

depending on the context or situation, formulas, introductory words, hesitation words,

which occur in speech and the cultural meaning of the message. Listening skills are

developed over a long period of time in logical, progressive steps. It is necessary to start

with short phrases or sentences in one situation which learners can retain easily

proceeding to longer sentences, then to combination of sentences first in the sarne, later in

different situations. In developing the learners'listening skills, it is essential not to slow
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down or distort speech in any way in the mistaken notion that it will help the learner to

understand. Anything heard by students should contain the rhythm, intonation, pauses,

contractions and elisions, which are authentic and normal in the target language. Several

decades of research and practice in teaching listening comprehension provided some

practical principles for designing techniques to enhance comprehension. Most of them

can be applied not just to listening but to any technique. These principles include the

activities. which are:

Intrinsically motivating and appeal to listener's personal interests.

Utilize authentic language and contexts to enable students to see the relevance of

classroom activity to their long-term communicative goals.

Consider the form of listeners'responses. Lund (1990) offers nine different ways to

check listener's comprehension:

. doing - the listener responds physically to a command

o choosing - the listener selects from altematives such as pictures, objects,

texts

transferring - the listener draws a picture of what is heard

answering - the listener answers questions about the message

condensing - the listener outlines or takes notes on a lecture

extending - the listener provides an ending to a story heard

duplicating - the listener translates the message into the native language

modeling - the listener orders ameal, for example after listening to a model

order

J.
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o conversing - the listener engages in a conversation that indicates appropriate

processing of information (see 105-115).

4. Encourage the development of listening strategies. Most language learners are simply

not aware of how to listen. They need help with such strategies as:

5. Look for keywords

6. Guess for meanine

7. Seek clarification

8. Listen to the general gist

9. Predict speaker's purpose by the context

10. Include bottom-up and top-down listening techniques. Bottom-up processing

proceeds from sounds to words and then to lexical meanings, etc. Top-down processing

proceeds from a background information. It is important for learners to operate from

both directions because both help with comprehension.

Techniques for teaching listening can vary considerably depending on the proficiency

level. The following activities suggested by D. Brown (1994) for different levels to

improve listening comprehension:

a) presentation of sounds, sound sequences, intonation pattems, and utterances with

contrasting stress and pauses (see Appendix 2)

b) directions related to classroom routines (assigning homework or other projects)

c) model sentences based on gtammatical or lexical feature of the targetlangtage

d) cues or questions to stimulate appropriate responses

e) telling a story
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Ð reading apassage or apoem

g) modeling a dialogue

h) telling about an incident that happened to you or someone else

i) creating a situation for a dialogue, film, a radio broadcast, etc

j) dictation (gradually increasing the number of syllables the students should retain

before they write

k) listening comprehension exercise

l) greeting visitors and engaging them in conversation

m) listening to other students giving directions, asking questions, giving summaries, etc.

n) dialogue dramatization

o) telephone conversations

p) interviewing people

q) attending lectures, conferences, etc.

Ð going to movies, plays, etc in the target language

s) participating in a spontaneous, unprepared role-playing activity in which learners are

forced to listen attentively to one another in order to make an appropriate response,

etc. (see 247-250).

The importance of listening comprehension in language learning is quite apparent.

However, even focusing from time to time on the specifics of one skill area it is

important to remember the relationship among all four skills and the necessity in

authentic, interactive classes to integrate these skills.
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Since two or more people are always involved in communication it brings us to the

consideration that listening and speaking are interdependent to a great extent. Generally,

not necessarily, improvement of listening comprehension may improve the ability to

speak. Speaking is a more complex skill than listening. ln addition to knowing the sound,

structure and vocabulary systems of the language, the speaker must think of the idea to be

expressed, he must change the position of the tongue and a jaw in order to articulate the

appropriate sounds, and be consciously aware of the grammatical, lexical and cultural

features needed to express his idea. All of these interrelated acts must take place

simultaneously. In order to create interest and encourage communication in the

classroom, interactive communicative activities should be introduced from the very first

day. In CLT pair and group work are introduced from the very beginning, encouraging

interaction within the structure. A simple way to accomplish this is to practice with two-

line question-answer exchanges, dialogues, meaningful substitution drills, checking

written work with each other, etc. In question-answer exchanges students fill in the

missing sections in any way that makes sense. As an example, students may discuss their

names or food (or anything else that comes to mind). Most of the examples of activities

in Ukrainian were designed utilizing experience of teaching English as a second language

on the basis of CLT.

1)

- Vu mu llempo (Orccana, Ieau, Bacunb, føruHe, Pouau)?

- Tarc, n ... or

- Hi. a ...
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2)

- Vu mu nníuut

- Tarcn nrc6nn

(eapeuurcu, zony6qi, Kofttnemu, 6opu,l, i m.ò.)?

or

HL n ue nrcínto

Pair work, particularly dialogues, enable the instructor to involve students in

communication for a short period of time with a minimum of logistical problems.

Dialogues represent the most common form of oral communication. Learners listen to a

speaker and react, either by speaking themselves or by performing some action. Dialogue

may be effectively used as an introduction to the learning of grammar, vocabulary or

pronunciation. For example, fill-in-the blank dialogues offer an ingenious method for

transforming a traditional grammar exercise into the interactive one. Students who work

in pairs are asked to fill in the blanks, practice the dialogue, and then perform it for the

class. Example: fiIl in the blanks with the verb úmu/imu in the correct form of the Present

Tense:

- Vu mu -- òo rcpauuuqi s uan¿u?

- Tarc, n --------------- òo rcpanuuqi.

- A rcyòu Mtt --------- nomiu?

-,fl òyuaro rvtu -------------- òo 6i6üomercu.

-,[nrcyro sa iuþopua4in. .fl ecrce ------------- òo rcpauuut4i. flo noíaveuun.

The use of dialogues with visual cues represents another useful approach to

communicative interaction. For example, students can be asked to look at the model and
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make up and/or write three dialogues based on the illustration, then practice the dialogue

aloud working in pairs. At a more advanced level students can practice directed

dialogues. In a directed dialogue students are asked to make up their own dialogues

based on a definite situation. They encourage creativity and lead to lively class

performances. For example,

Mwaùno Mae 3aempa euxiòuuù òena. Biu He sHoe ulo úouy po6umu. IiIouy

meneþouye Anòpiít i nponouye pisui peui, nK Hanpuwtqò, noïxamu ua pu6anKy, ¿pamu

y þym6on a6o eoneù6on, nimu ua pivrcy i m.ò. Muxaùny noòoíaþmbcfl qi iòei' i ein

6ecb Ltoc KaJrce: ,,-flKo qe òo6pa iòen!"

In a dialogue students can effectively work together on a grammar or vocabulary

problem. For example, they might be told that males and females will switch gender, age

and status and working in pairs they have to rewrite the material and make the necessary

adjustments of gender, forms of address, etc. The students might be given several

variations, which allow for more creativity. For example, in a dialogue format they might

be given short cues for testing verbs and verbal forms:

Vaeima co6i, uqo n íaquro 6ac y maKux uicryax, nrc... IIlo 6u mov po6ulu?

(o 6 i ò amu, ru eB emu, e i ònoque amu, rcynye amu)

L y pecmopaui

2. y íaceùui

3. y nici

1)
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2)

4. y KpaÃ4Huqi

vneima co6i, ulo eu 6yòeme y maKux uicqnx HacmynHo¿o muJßHn. Irlo eu

mau 6yòeme po6umu?

(zoeopumu s nircapeu, cuiòamu, zosopumu s poòuuauLt, cnyxamu aysurcy)

1. y nircapui

2. y Marcfiouanøòc

3. y ceni

4. ua rcou4epmi

The instructor can take advantage of the current interests and natural inventiveness of

students by asking them to make their own cues, preferably pairs, and present them to the

class.

In CLT, activities appropriate for pair work can be also used for many group work tasks.

Douglas Brown (1994) suggests the following group tasks that can be successfullv

employed in teaching llkrainian:

1. Role-plays and simulations

2. Interviews

3. Games

4. Drama

5. Brainstorming

6. Projects
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7. Information gap

8. Jig saw

9. Problem-solving and decision making

10. Opinion exchange @.179)

Role-play is commonly part of the communicative classroom. They minimally involve (a)

giving a role to one or more members of a group and (b) assigning an objective that

participants must accomplish. Students practice language that is close to what they might

actually use. For example, one student is an employer and the other student is a

prospective employee; the objective is for the employer to interview the prospective

employee or employees. These activities can lead naturally to discussions of forms of

address and politeness or ways of managing a discussion. In advanced classes students

can recreate scenes from history. These scenes may be selected from world culture, but

are more effective when they come from the target culture. At more advanced level

students might also be involved in a discussion of some kind of political or cultural issue

with each person assigned to represent a particular point of view.

Simulations usually involve the entire group that is working through an imaginary

situation as a social unit, the object of which is to solve some specific problem. For

example, all learners are assigned a new identity, occupation and perhaps some other

mitigating characteristics (a physical disability, an ex-convict, etc.). They might be sent

to Ukraine with limited financial resources trying to survive for two weeks. Simulations

usually involve a more complex structure and focus on a problem-solving activity.
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IntervÍew is a very popular activity for pair work, but also appropriate for group work.

Interviews are useful at all levels of proficiency. At the lower levels, interviews can be

very structured, both in terms of the information that is sought and the grammatical

difficulty and variety. At this level interviews can be limited to learning vocabulary for

expressing personal data, producing questions, etc. Students might ask each other

questions like:

- .flrc eaute iu'n?

- .flrc eawe npiseuule?

- 3eiòrcu eu?

lnterviewing also emphasizes group discussion. Teams of from two to five students meet

to develop a series of questions that can be used to interview a number of candidates for a

specific purpose, for example a job in Ukraine. After the interview the class selects the

persons who are considered the most suitable for the job. In a unit dealing with food, for

example, waiters and waitresses may be interviewed for a job in a Ukrainian restaurant.

Other candidates may be doctors, models, cloth designers, athletes, business people,

artists. etc.

Games are integral part of CLT. They are used in order to activate the information.

Games can be used to apply the newly acquired vocabulary, expressions and grammatical

structure. The aim of games is to reduce anxiety in learning and in the acquisition of the

foreign language, especially for adult leamers. Through games leaming becomes child-

like, and anxiety, which may prevent leaming, can be reduced. Learners become more
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receptive, and learning is fun in a playful and non-stressful environment. Games facilitate

communication, motivation and spontaneity, reinforcing learning, improving intonation

and building confidence. In many cases they involve guessing activities to guess a

person's name or occupation or even what the person is thinking about. Students may be

asked to choose a rather well-known person and describe his or her physical attributes

and accomplishments in front of the class, which then tries to identify the person. This

exercise is particularly useful for working with adjectives.

Drama techniques are considered one of the richest vehicles for encouraging students to

play with language in a personal way. They give the students an opportunity to use their

personality, involve their natural ability to imitate, mimic and express themselves through

gesture, releasing the imagination and memory, bringing to life past experiences that

might never otherwise emerge. In this way, aî opportunity is provided to focus on skills

most required when speaking a language: adaptability, speed of reaction, sensitivity to

tone, insight, etc. The effective use of drama activities also helps to solve the problem of

retaining student's interest. Drama activities described in Maley and Duff s (1978) Drama

Techniques in Language Learning remind us that drama is a useful tool that can be apart

of any language program. A fulI semester's work can be built around a drama project, or

it can fill five or ten minutes at the beginning or end of the lesson. It encourages students

to view the language as a tool of communication rather than an academic subject. It can

bring life and vitality to the classroom and release the teacher from the trap of routine.

Within CLT drama is used in many activities with students, like playing charades, doing

dialogue work and role plays, but they use drama only if students are conveying the
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intended meaning, as opposed to reciting the lines. To take a simple example of drama

techniques, let us take the first word to be taught, which is,\o6puír òeualWe may be

satisfied if students can pronounce it correctly. However, if we accept the idea that words

can and should express feelings, thanfloípuù òeua!becomes more than a symbol of

greeting and begins to express the inner feelings of the speaker. We may think of saying

,\o6puít òeua! to an unfriendly colleague, child, older person or a close friend who has

been away for a year. In this case the greeting becomes morethan,[o6puù òeua!,it

becomes a welcome. Students can experiment with different ways to say floípuít òeuu!

by making slight changes in intonation, pitch of the voice, or adding body language,

which might help to communicate the true feelings of the speaker. At a more advanced

level, when students have already acquired the vocabulary and grammar, they may be

asked how they would say the lines if they were for example in the following situation:

Bu uonoòuù uonoeirc. Bu efice n'nma porcie sycmpiuacmecb s òieuuuon. V eac òo6pa

npa4n, nKy 6u òytrce nn6ume. Bu uøeme ceoro +nacHy Ksopmupy rcoMn'tomep,

aemouoíina. Bu elrce òaeuo òyuanu npo me, u1o6 oòpycrcumucn, Mqmu ciu'to i òimeù,

ma uaeima nilaHysoJlu 3anpocumu sawy òievuuy òo pecmopauy i sanponoHynamu ïu pyrcy

i cep4e. Ane soeciu uecnoòieauo, He JvtuHyttowy muilcHi eu rycmpinu Oòaprcy i

saKoxanucb 3 nepuo¿o noznnòy. Tenep 6u He 3Ha€mq t4o po6umtf,, flK caJúe cKo3amu

eauriù òiequni npo Oòaprcy.

Students can be asked to add some of the appropriate gestures to the scene. When

students engage in drama activities, we should allow them time to create in their minds

the total décor of the sefting, and body language they will be using. If, for example, the
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dialogue takes place in the restaurant, it might be helpful for them to think of a specific

restaurant they know, which actually exists in Ukraine (they might use the Internet to find

one). ln addition, actors and language learners alike need an atmosphere that is

non-threatening during the learning and rehearsal stages - a place where mistakes are

considered normal and where they receive support all around them.

In drama we can effectively employ poetry and songs. Fragments of poems and songs

stick in our minds. They might remain in the pool of memory long after communicative

competence has drained away. Poems and songs are highly rhythmical. Patterns of

sound and stress are repeated in regular sequences, and this facilitates their acquisition. ln

addition, there are very few occasions when the written word can be spoken naturally,

especially in choral form. Poetry and songs offer a ready-made opportunity for such

participation. Unlike drills, which are often boring, the learners can read poems aloud,

recite them or sing songs as a group without feeling that it is an unnatural process. And

the fact that the group performance masks individual error adds to selÊconfidence.

Poetry and songs are excellent tools in learning a foreign language which must be utilized

in teaching pronunciation, grammar and simply to boost learners' motivation and make

language learning interesting and fun.

Brainstorming is a technique to initiate some sort of thinking process and creativity. It

can be employed to prepare students to read atext, discuss a complex issue, or write on a

topic. Leamers can freely express their ideas, concepts, facts, feelings relevant to some

topic or context. All ideas are legitimate and students have no obligation to defend their
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concept. For example, you are planning to discuss means of transportation in Ukraine.

Students in small groups can be asked to brainstorm different forms of transportation,

past and present in Canada and make a list of everything they can think of related to the

transportation system in llkraine.

Projects are very beneficial as a hands-on approach to the language. In general, projects

are very rewarding. At the beginners'level projects can be targeted to develop general

awareness about lJkraine, its geography, history and culture. As students get more

fluency they can work in groups on some kind of a meaningful task, like developing a

skit, or fact sheets, or designing greetings and letters.

Information gap covers a wide variety of techniques which focus primarily on

information and not on language forms and is targeted on the necessity of communicative

interaction in order to reach the objective. The information that learners seek can range

from very simple to complex. At the beginning level each student for example could be

given a task to find out from the others their birthday, address, favorite food, etc. and fill

out an application form. An intermediate level can be asked to collectively pool

information about different occupations: their qualifications, salary, etc.

Jigsaw techniques are special form of information gap in which each member of a group

is given some specific information and the goal is to pool all information to achieve some

objective. For example, students work with maps in small groups, each students receiving

different sets of information (where the restaurant is, where the park is, etc.). The goal for
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beginners might be simply to locate everything correctly, and for intermediate learners to

give directions on how to get from one place on the map to another, requiring an

exchange of information in order to provide complete directions. A very popular jigsaw

technique can be used in larger groups is known as a "strip story". A short story is

selected and the text is out into little strips of sentences. The instructor shuffles the strips

and gives each student a strip. The goal is for studentslto determine where each of their

sentences belongs in the whole context of the story. Students enjoy the activity and find it

challenging.

Problem solving and decision making activities focus on group's solution of a specific

problem. They might or might not involve jigsaw characteristics and the problem itself

might be simple (such as giving directions on a map) or more complex (working out an

itinerary). Problem solving techniques focus students' attention on meaningful tasks and

not so much on grammatical or phonological forms. Decision making techniques are

simply one kind of problem solving where the goal is for students to make a decision. For

example, students might be given several resumes for a job and asked to decide who they

would hire. With intermediate and advanced students, intellectually challenging

communicative problem-solving activities can be used on a regular basis to promote

interaction and divergent thinking. Communicative imaginative activities based on

problem solving can be built around almost any theme. Students can dream up new pets,

design new money, create anaffre, develop logo and slogan for a new organization, plan

trips, itinerary and a vacation. In Discussions that'Work, Ur (1981) suggests a variety of

problem-solving exercises. In one, the teacher tells the class that they are extraterrestrial
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who, for the first time, are coming to contact with earthly objects, such as toothbrushes,

watches, light bulbs, and keys. Without reference to human civilization, the participants

must draw conclusions about the objects' functions. Problem-solving activities lead to

follow-up. First, the activity may be repeated in the same or slightly changed form.

Second, a sequence of activities can be developed, like a competition for the best

invention. Third, the activities can lead to writing assignments, such as making up laws

for a new country, composing newspaper ads, etc.

Opinion exchange might be difficult to employ at the beginning levels of proficiency,

but they can be effectively used by the intermediate and advanced levels. Socio-cultural,

environmental, economic issues might be discussed in the classroom. Many of the

opinion exchange activities can incorporate learners'beliefs, feelings and emotions.

However, learners might be sensitive to certain issues and it is easy for a student to be

offended by what another student says. Therefore, topics for opinion exchange activities

should be carefully selected taking into account students'interests and preferences.

In CLT interactive activities to encourage communication in the classroom should

incorporate the following principles described by Douglas Brown (94):

(1) They should be communicative and give learners opportunities to initiate oral

communication. Interactive activities including exercises focused on grammar should

be integrated into group activities, such as interviews, group games, dialogues,

pantomimes, and other forms of role plays to encourage communication between

students or between the instructor and the student.
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(2) They should be intrinsically motivating and appeal to learner's interests and

needs.

(3) They should encourage the use of authentic language. Even drills can be

structures to provide a sense of authenticity.

(4) They should be meaningful. Interactive exercises should fully engage the

students' minds and imaginations. Ideally, students should become absorbed in the

meaningful activity.

(5) If the activities are focused on grammar they should provide a limited choice.

Interactive oral grammar exercises should provide students with a limited choice of

possible answers in order to allow them to focus on their full attention on the meaning

of the activity. In most cases this me¿uls making a choice between only two forms, for

example xmo? or t4o?

(6) They should be expressive. Students should be encouraged to adopt the

intonation, accent, and pronunciation of native speakers as completely as possible.

The quality of expression of interactive exercises should be highly inflected, even

exaggerated and represent the full set of emotions in order to encourage full

dramatization of the language. However, attention shouldn't be focused mainly at

pronunciation or intonation errors.

(7) They should be integrated with other kinds of exercises. Interactive exercises

should complement the traditional exercises. Repetition, substitution and pattern-

practice exercises are effective tools for language learning at the manipulative level

and they can often be used in conjunction with interactive exercises for the sake of

variety.
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(8) They should put emphasis on using the material in unexpected ways. At the

beginning level the activities are more tied to the material presented in the course or a

textbook. For example, a unit on housing can prompt an exercise in which students

must complete half-built house or an apartment. Once students begin to handle

structures, pair and group work with some confidence, they are ready to solve more

complex communicative activities using their imagination. V/ith slightly more

fluency they can fumish the house, or buy/sell it. A unit about jobs can lead students

to invent the job interviewer they would meet and predict the list of questions (see

268-270).

CLT employs different techniques to enhance listening and speaking skills. However,

listening and speaking caînot be separated from reading and writing because they are

essential for reinforcement of them. All four skills are integrated in the actual

communication of literate native speakers and therefore, need to be integrated in the

process of second language acquisition.

Readíng ønd Writíng: an fnturactíve Experíence

Anthony Papalia in Learner-Centered Language Teaching (1976) defines reading from a

psycholinguistic viewpoint as behaviour that involves the reader in the problem solving

process. Readers decode printed information in two ways: semantically to identify the

lexical meaning of words, creating a broader meaning for these words within the context

of the phrase, sentence, and discourse, and syntactically to recognise structural

relationships within the sentence. Students employ different strategies in reading, some
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being more efficient than others. Observations helped to identify the strategies employed

by efficient readers as they extract meaning from texts. To discover what strategies the

students use in deriving the meaning from a text few students of Introductory (Jkrainian

were asked to read half page text in Ukrainian and answer the questions how they

managed to grasp the meaning. This technique gave the opportunity to observe what

students actually did when they were reading and to discover the strategies they used in

deriving the meaning. The responses indicated that they were employing some useful

and efficient meaning-extracting strategies, which helped them with comprehension:

- know the topic of the text

- recognise the known words

- guess the words you don't know from the context

- take risk and predict meaning

- keep in mind that all words in the text are not of equal importance

- skip unfamiliar words that are not essential for the meaning of the whole phrase,

sentence or paragraph

- do not make constant translations

- if you are not sure of the meaning of the word, find it in the dictionary.

An analysis of these strategies supports the view that the teacher should recreate in the

classroom situations in which the students might find themselves and which are

meaningful to them. Anthony Papalia in her Interaction of Reader and Text (1987)

recommends that the instructor:
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- provides a meaningful context by discussing in the classroom related topics to

help with inference from the text;

- encourages students to learn words for the things they want to know about;

- uses the message of the text as a point of departure for discussion rather than the

syntactic features;

- develops meaning for the text co-operatively by using a problem-solving

approach whereby students are offered a variety of answers that require a great

deal ofinference;

- creates a leaming climate where students feel comfortable about making mistakes

and are therefore willing to venture interpretations (p.74).

Reading comprehension is more than knowledge of the vocabulary and syntax. It

sometimes requires the ability to understand what is said between the lines. Students

should leam how to detect mood and intentions as well as factual detail. Simply

translating into the native language can sometimes create problems, unless students have

been shown how to interrelate words in context and translate entire meaning, not

successive words. If translation is to be used as a technique for elaborating meaning,

students must practice using dictionaries. Too often in the past, reading materials have

been selected on the basis of their status as "masterpieces" rather than intrinsic interest

for a specific group of students of a particular age or background. If students are to

acquire fluency in reading, they need to read materials for the same natural purposes as

they read in their native language: for following instructions or recipes, for understanding

menus, for enjoying greeting cards, letters and jokes, for understanding headlines, news
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items, and so on. Reading from a text known to the students can also lead to interactive

activities. For example, students can look for unexplained but potentially significant

details, llke uesavuuerui òeepi, ueeiòouuù, rucm Ha cmoni y eimanani, etc. In groups

students explain the real meaning of these details and then they can make dialogues,

prologues, epilogues, and sequels of the stories being studied. They can illustrate scenes

from the stories or design book covers or advertising flyers.

Narrative forms, like mysteries, children's stories, fairy tales, folktales, legends used

mostly at the intermediate and advanced levels can all be recreated by language students.

This type of activity works best when the class has just read a story or listened to a story.

The instructor may ask, "How does a fairy tale usually begin?" The versions are then

compared. Students might begin developing a story or fairy tale in class in small groups

and then complete it individually outside the class. At the next class the students compare

their endings. The stories will have several beginnings and conclusions and members of

the group will be curious to find out how their stories diverged. ln another variation of

this activity, students add to incomplete portions of stories, simple plays or newspaper

articles. Students can also be given the end of the story and asked to compose the story

that would lead to this end.

Students should be given the opportunity to relate their own lives, activities, and interests

to the second language and to what is being read in the second language. To provide

greater interaction with the text students might be asked to perform one of the following
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activities. They are arranged roughly from beginners through intermediate and advanced

level.

1. Students draw a picture to illustrate what was just read or some aspect of it, such

as the room where the action took place

2. Students look for a specific information, such as selecting a meal from a menu or

identifying times of arrival and departure in airline or railway schedules

3. Students read apassage and then list three important facts, ideas or events

contained in it

4. Students read a specially constructed passage and correct sentences that contain

wrong information (students learn to pay careful attention as they read)

5. students read a story with the ending deleted tryrng to make up an ending

consistent with the story

6. Students assign a new title to the text

7. They complete true/false or multiple choice exercise

8. Develop a dialogue related to the reading selection.

Advanced students may identify main and subordinate ideas, summarise or retell parts of

the text, discuss viewpoints represented by persons in the text and the cultural

significance of these viewpoints, discuss the character of persons in the text and devices

by which the author reveals these to the reader, discuss aspects of the content from the

viewpoint of different persons in the text, conduct group discussions on the participants'

awareness of the action and why the author chose to develop the content as he or she did,

etc. In drawing together reader and text, we must continually keep in mind individual
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interests if we expect the learners to continue reading. Reading should be always linked

with purposeful communication. Only students who have acquired confidence in reading

through materials accessible to them in terms of content and structure may be expected to

move on with enthusiasm.

Writing is an exciting, challenging experience that allows students to use their fantasy,

humor, fiction and experiment with the new language drawing on their inner resources of

imagination and selÊexpression. It can be intensely interactive, involving the instructor,

students and individuals outside the formal classroom setting. V/riting skills can be

developed through class writing, group writing, and individual writing. Each contributes

to the perfecting of the skill. However, we need to keep in mind that the goal of the

creative writing in the second language should never been overshadowed by demands for

gr ammatic al p erfe cti on.

In CLT meaningful writing is used at any level of language learning. It consists simply

of students writing on the blackboard a group task þractising the Ukrainian alphabet,

numbers, making up a story, etc). It is easier and less intimidating for each student to

compose an interesting sentence, logically connected to its predecessors, than to write an

entire essay, no matter how brief the letter may be. Success builds confidence and the

beginners can gradually pass from group work to independent production. After

completion of the story, for instance, the instructor may underline all errors inviting

students to correct them. Alternatively, a general invitation may be issued for students to

go directly to the board to correct the errors, the instructor may assign one or two
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students to each sentence to judge whether or not it is grammatically accurate. The same

techniques as in class writing may be used in small groups, producing brief compositions

and dialogues. The compositions can be read aloud and the dialogues can be acted in the

class. Dialogues and compositions can also be exchanged for grammar evaluation and

adjustments. The students can select the story or the dialogue they find the most

humorous, interesting, colourful, exciting or the best written. Efforts of each group

should be complimented. The initial assignment for an individual creative writing should

be brief - a short paragraph, fairly well structured by the teacher in order to avoid panic

among less confident students. Community writing is very helpful with all language

levels. It includes filling out application forms, developing questions for an interview,

writing invitations and letters, an exchange of letters between students, etc. In this

process, the teacher's role is simply to provide assistance in expression of complicated

ideas at the level of expression the students have reached. Another very simple approach

is to offer the students a list of vocabulary words carefully selected for the theme, and

invite students to use half of these words in a paragraph. Having ten words loosely linked

to one another by some common thread, they may each use any five and create something

autonomous and original. For example, the words: nore, Ko3arc, üòe, cni6ae, uece, mop6a,

òyuae, po3uo6rne, 6ouumb, íicrcumu, suiít-zopuuuv, òi6uuua, pnmye, òonoaa¿ae,

e6ueae, nepeMozae, 6Lt3sorne, ùòe òani are linked by the idea of a Cossack's trip of some

kind. Students can select individually any five-ten words and create a story around

them. The possibilities are multiple; the basic structure is there, but the instructor's

contribution is not limiting. As the students' confidence and ability grow, so can the
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length and complexity of both the composition and the vocabulary list. The instructor

may also suggest the title with or without the vocabulary lists, such as:

B noni

Ifopnmyuorc

fpiu cepeò ncuo¿o ue6a

.flx rcosarc sycmpie ceon òonrc

Students remain quite free to develop the basic idea and topic according to their

individual abilities. hr my teaching experience I have noticed that community writing has

been very successful at the initial stage. Students enjoy filling out application forms,

developing questions for an interview, writing simple letters, invitations and greetings.

More interest arises to correspondence through e-mail and chat lines. At the intermediate

and more advanced stage students enjoy story creation activities on cultural and historic

theme, particularly about Cossacks.

Poems are very useful for individual writing. They allow for a freedom in word order

and choice that even a beginner may produce very atfractive verses. Since the result is

intended to be poetic and poets sometimes do not follow the rules in their native

language, students' unusual expression may be praised as imaginative and creative.

However, evaluation of individual student writing can pose some problems. A sensitive

point is the question of grammar and style. In my opinion, the creativity and effort should

be always rewarded. A separate grade for content and grammar, which will count for the

final evaluation, might be a solution. Under no circumstances should grammar be the sole
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criterion by which a student's writing effort is judged. Another correction method allows

students to exchange their work and correct each other's eïïors, or at least indicate them.

Such an interchange may well serve as an intermediary step between, or even preceding,

the instructor's double correction. Throughout the error-correction stage the emphasis

should be always on students, active participation.

However, developing one skill we need to remember about the relationship and

interdependence among all four skills and the necessity to develop all of them in the

process of language teaching/learning. The attached curriculum provides a model of CLT

integration into listening, speaking, reading and writing and sample of activities for

beginners (See Appendix 4).

The Use of Inþrmation Technology ønd Internet in CLT

Development of four language skills can be significantly enhanced by broader use of

information technology and Intemet in addition to traditional tools. Communicative

methodology makes use of materials and resources which help to bring the outside world

into the classroom. These may range from non-linguistic items, such as simple visuals or

realia, through to authentic texts including newspaper articles, audio recordings of

conversations or videos of recent TV programs, etc. A variety of new technologies

assumed a natural place in language teaching since language use is itself a multisensory

experience. Some technologies allow us to see and hear language in a cultural context as

well as observe the impact on language meaning of things like real time, word stress, and

gestures. Traditional technology, such as tape recorders, slide projectors, overhead
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projectors, TV and VCR, videotape recorders, as well as drawings, pictures, etc. make it

possible for the language instructor to present language in more forms than just speech

and print. The effective use of those mediums in language teaching depends on the role of

the message that the medium plays in the language-leaming situation, the content of the

materials, and how these interact with each student's language-learning experience.

Instructors can use traditional technologies in many ways depending on the aims of the

program and the learning preferences of the students. Today, due to the impact and

influence of information technology on society and education, computer-assisted

language learning and the Internet are becoming an integral part of CLT. Regular use of

computers for various purposes realizes that computer is essentially an interactive device

and an appropriate aid for language learning which has interaction as its goal. Different

types of computer-assisted language learning programs have evolved and continue to

evolve now. Today computer-assisted language learning is used to improve

pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary knowledge, reading comprehension, writing skills

and provides valuable awareness information about the target country. These programs

may be used in many ways to supplement the traditional classroom activities and enrich

the leaming situation in general. They allow students to test the results of learning

without the risk of being punished for any mistake. Leaming becomes more relaxed and

enjoyable. The anxiety of students can be reduced and learning becomes a positrve

experience. At the same time, such learning helps the instructor to focus on leamers'

experiences, talents, and interests, motivate learning and achievement promoting creative

and critical thinking.
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Nowadays the Internet provides unlimited opportunities for language learners. Students

can access and download a wide range of informative, educational, and entertaining

information about Ukraine and its language. They can also establish contact with

llkrainian speakers in Ukraine and around the world through chat lines and pen pal links.

Opportunity to e-mail back and force becomes not only a valuable tool in increasing

learners'intercultural awareness and sensitivities but it provides them with opportunities

for genuine meaningful communication beyond the classroom. At the same time, it is a

possibility for learners to submit their assignments through e-mail that saves class time

and increases the amount of time that they devote to working on their Ukrainian out of

class. Rapidly information technology becomes part of our everyday life, necessary

means of communication, and educational tool, which is becoming more traditional than

any other traditional tool in language learning. Although several studies suggest that the

CLT approach is not as successful as was expected by some in the setting of computer-

assisted leaming, I believe that application of information technology in language

learning is a promising and irreversible trend, which perfectly fits into five features of

CLT because:

o It provides constant interaction in the target language

o It introduces authentic language into the leaming situation

o It helps learners to develop lifelong language learning along with linguistic

fluency

o It utilises learners'personal experiences and encourages risk taking and

experimenting in the target language
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o It links classroom language leaming with language activation beyond the

classroom.

However, dealing with computer-assisted learning and Internet we need to remember that

the instructor-student, student-student and student-computer communication is relatively

new to students and teachers. Sometimes language instructors face such problems as:

o Students and language instructor have to learn how to communicate with the

computer so that they know what move they should make next. Students

have to become familiar with the manipulation of the computer software so

that they can begin to make use of the software. Teachers should be aware of

the possible frustration resulting from the unfamiliarity of computer

software. The student's difficulty in the manipulation of the software usually

undermines the students'interest in the class. Consequently, negative

interactions between students and the computer proved to be very frustrating

for most students

o Computer-assisted learning is technically demanding. Teachers should be

prepared for the use of modem computer technology in order to answer

students' technical questions.

o Also, the communicative activities are different. In a traditional classroom,

the teacher provides the topic-specific situation for students to make use of

language as much as they can. In computer-assisted learning students are

given the opporfunity to visualise the situation. The computer software

creates avirttnl world that is very similar to the real world.
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of the keys to success. It should be fun and interactive.

o students should elevate their learning motivation and independence on

learning through various computer-assisted programs. Their higher

motivation should be reflected by the interest of participation.

Application of information technology and Internet in teaching Ukrainian as a second or

foreign language becomes a powerful tool to provide interaction and meaningful

communication using three mediums. Opportunities to employ these mediums in teaching

[Ikrainian are unlimited. It can be actively employed both in a classroom setting and

beyond the classroom, for designing distance education courses and simply as a tool to

supplement and enrich any level of a language program.

Teøcher's Role ín CLT

The teacher's role in CLT, especially since technology has becom e apart of language

learning is rapidly changing. Teachers move on from simply teaching a knowledge of

rules or the structure of a language to a competent use of language in response to a real

need to understand and be understood. In Teaching by Principles (1994) Douglas Brown

describes CLT language teachers and techniques focusing on hetping language learners to

tecognize the need to negotiate the meaning of what is heard or read. They encourage

language learners to communicate more easily and successfully, moving beyond doing all

the teaching, talking and always being the center of attention. The teacher remains in

control of organizing the class and managing the learning, while the lesson ca¡r
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sometimes be more learner-centered with learners practicing what they have been taught.

In CLT language teachers help learners to become more independent from the teacher,

and become more active learners, thinking for themselves, through helping and learning

from other learners that will help them in situations where there is no teacher. The teacher

becomes more of a facilitator of learning whose job is to create environment for learning,

to turn students to their own abilities and help them to develop autonomy and utilize the

learning strategies. CLT emphasizes learner-centered and cooperative teaching, which

proved to be more intrinsically motivating. In leamer-centered and cooperative

instruction the teacher employs the following techniques:

o Techniques that focus on learners'needs, styles, and goals. They provide

opportunities for students to make choices in the activities, topics,

discussions, etc. Sometimes a simple either/or choice helps students to

develop intrinsic motives. They become more involved in various aspects of

looking at their needs and self-evaluation to some extent.

Techniques to emphasize on collaborative efforts of students and teachers

working together to pursue goals and objectives. Collaboration may be

strictly among students, realized through pair and group work. Or it may

involve student-teacher collaboration in choosing and carrying out

techniques and in evaluating progress.

Techniques that give some control to the students, for example, pair and

group work. They are effective for taking students' focus of the teacher as the

center of attention and for getting them into interactive frame of mind even at
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the most beginning level. In my experience, having students work co-

operatively in groups or pairs has a very positive influence on the learning

environment. Being able to share ideas, brainstorm thoughts, pool

information intensifies the learning experience, makes the experience more

memorable and far more meaningful.

o Techniques that allow for student creativity and innovation. The ultimate

goal of learning a language is to be able to comprehend and produce it in

unrehearsed situations.

o Techniques that enhance students'sense of competence and self-worth. At

the heart of all leaming is the condition that a person believes in his or her

own ability to accomplish the task. The eventual success of learners depends

on their belief that they are fully capable of accomplishing the task (see 425-

429).

AII of these efforts help to give students a sense of ownership of their learning and add to

their intrinsic motivation. At the same time they make teaching more effective and

enjoyable.

Recommendations

To simplify the teaching of llkrainian and make it more effective and enjoyable it is

recommended that CLT methodology be employed as successful and widely recognized

methodology in foreign language acquisition. CLT should be incorporated into listening,

speaking, reading and writing activities through interaction, use of authentic language,

focus on a learner and leamer's needs and language activation outside the classroom. It is
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also recommended that CLT be employed in curriculum development and design of

activities for different levels oflearners.

Conclusion

This paper has provided an overview of features of the Ukrainian language that represent

particular difficulties and interest in teaching it as a second/foreign language. Acquisition

of difficult linguistic features of flkrainian can be simplified and enhanced through the

use of CLT, a methodology that provides perspective on the language learner, the teacher

and the relationship between them. The thesis has described the main features of CLT

and its practical application in teaching Ukrainian as a foreign/second language and has

suggested teachingllearning activities, including features of a curriculum that can

enhance the use of this methodology. The sample of activities described in this paper has

been suggested for different levels of learners with a focus on language teaching as a

means to help learners develop skills for expressing different communicative meanings.

Interactive techniques described in the paper, such as dialogues, role-playing,

simulations, discussions, debates, language games, jigsaws, problem-solving activities,

opinion exchanges, elements of poetry and drama are all integral part of the methodology

and should be reflected in teaching. lnclusion of CLT techniques into four-skills

language teaching has been viewed as an important factor in making leaming effective

and enjoyable. Communicative activities in listening, speaking, reading and writing

suggest that application of CLT techniques helps the students to:

(1) quickly achieve the first level of understanding of a language
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(2) maintain a consistent pace of acquisition.

(3) simplify language acquisition

(4) acquire immediately useable material through a sequential approach

(5) think and therefore communicate better in the foreign language

(6) develop how to learn a language skills, which give the learner the confidence to

aim at more advanced levels and succeed

Teaching Ukrainian as a foreign/second language emplolng the CLT methodology

would encourage and maintain the students'interest in language acquisition, reinforce

learners' selÊconfidence and motivation, and make the task of language learning a

rewarding challenge.



Library of Congress Cyrillic Transliteration for Slavic Languages

[Jkrainian
Aa Aa
E6 Bb
Bn L'v

fr Hh
fr Gg

[¡ Dd
Ee Ee

)K>K ZH zh
3s Zz
I[u Yy
Iin
ïi ït
I4ùr ii
Kr Kk
JIr Ll
Mu tuIm
Hn Nn
Oo Oo
flu Pp
Pp Rr
Cc Ss
Tr Tt
Yy uu
<ÞÖ FÍ
Xx Kh kh
IIq Zs ßrl.r Ch ch
Itrur Sh stt

Erl¡ Shch shch
IOro IU iu
fl.s. IA io
br t'

Belarusian
Aa Aa
Eõ Bb
Bn Vv
fr IIh
fr Gg

[¡ Dd
Ee Ee
Ëe ro io
){(:r( ZH zh
3s Zz
Iin
wn ii
Kr Kk
JIU LI
Mrvr þIm
Hn Ì,{n
Oo Oo
fln Pp
Pp Rr
Cc ,Ss

Tr TI
Yy UuYY uu
oô Ff
Xx Kh kh
rlq Ts ßr{.r Ch ch
IIIru Sh sh

ütq shch shch
9e Eé
IOrc IU iu
fl.s. IA ict
blu yy

br"

Russian
Aa Aa
Eõ Bb
Bn Vv
fr Gg

[¡ Dd
Ee Ee
Ëe ro io
)IÕK ZH zh
3s Zz
VTø Ii
wt ii
Kr Kk
JI¡ LI
Mu Mm
Hs Nn
Oo Oo
flu Pp
Pp Rr
Cc ,Ss

Tt Tt
Yy Uuoóry
Xx Klt ktt
tlq Ts ßrl.r Ch ch
IIIU Sh sh

fltq shch shctt

9s e¿
IOro IU iu
fl,s. IA ict

blu yy

bt ""
br"

IE íe

Ii
Yy

ßß
fi
Vv
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Ukrainian Alphabet

r.A a

The flkrainian sound a is pronounced like the English sound denoted by the letter a in
father, but not so deep and long as its English cou:nterpart.

2.ß 6

The ukrainian 6 resembles the English [b] and is denoted by the letter [be]

:.8 n
The Ukrainian e at the beginning of a word or a syllable is almost like the English [v] invan' However, the.Ilkrainian n is pronounced witt the upper teeth pressed agãinst the
back of the lower lip, but not, as in the case with the English [v] against the ãont of it.
The Ukrainian n is pronounced with less energy than thã nngiish Jounterpart. At the end
of a word or a syllable after a vowel and the trginoing of a word before a consonant the
ukrainian n sound is pronounced as the Englisñ tw] in why, n¡oua, reB'o.

+. Ir
The sound r is widely used in Ukrainian. It is a pharyngeal consonant, resembles English
[h], but voiced and_p_ronounced with greater energy. Wttit" the English [h] occurs only
before vowels, the llkrainian may be found before the consonants and at the end of a
word as well.

s.fr
The Ukrainian sound r denoted by letter is pronounced as the English [g] in good. The
Ukrainian r and r are different sounds but both of them are voiceã *¿ ñ*¿,ihey have no
soft counterparts. slight softening may occur only before the vowel [i].

e.Aa

The Ukrainian ¡ is similar to the English [d] in do.

t.E e

The Ukrainian [e] is similar to the English sound denoted by e in pen, ten, but the tongue
is not raised so near to the palate and the mouth should be openedwider than when
pronouncing the English sound.
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s.€e

The letter e consists of two sounds [e]. Consonants are pronounced soft before the vowel
ü*e:€.

q. Xï(
The Ukrainian x is pronouced like the English [s] in pleasure, but it is considerably

harder: the position of the tongue is lower. lK is hard beiore vowels and all consonants; it
has no corresponding soft consonants. Only before the vowel [i] it is little bit softened.

10.3 3

The Ukrainian s is pronounced like the English lzl in zip.It is voiced consonant.

II. VI ø

There is no English vowel identical to the Ukrainian [n]. Only to a certain degree does
the English sound denoted by i in it, ill or system resembles the Ukrainian [u]. To
pronounce this sound, draw the tongue back and do not raise it as high u, *h*
pronouncing llkrainian i. The sound [n] is never used at the beginning of a word. It
always follows a hard consonant.

12.l i

The [Ikrainian [i] is similar to the English sound denoted by ee in see or ea in eat, but it is
shorter than its English counterpart. The sound [i] usually follo*, a soft consonant.

The Ukrainian [i] and [u] are different sounds. Often the meaning of a word depends on
whether we pronounce the sound [i] or [u]. Compare: 6ix (side) - 6"n (ox), rii(cat) -rør (whale), Äørtr (smoke) - ¡irvr (house).

13. Ïi

The letter ï always denotes two sounds: ü + i . There is no such a sound in English. The
name of this letter is identical with its pronunciation.

14.iI ir

Pronouncing the ü sound , the back of the tongue is brought closer to the roof of the
mouth. The only vowel which may be preceded by ü is o and is pronounced as yo. The
name of the letter is üor (yot).
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15.Krc

Ukrainian rc is pronounced like the English [k] in kin, took, look, but without the slight
aspiration accompanying the articulation of that English sound.

16. JI ¡

The hard consonant I resembles the English [] in the words table, full, but somewhat
harder' To articulate the_ Ukrainian n you should raise the back part of tne tongue to the
roof of the mouth as in [y] and place the front part of the tonguè againstthe baìk of the
upper teeth (as in sounds Ä, r, H). The tip of the tongue pointõ dowiwards (do not raise it
to the gum, as is done in the articulation of the Engúsh [¡. rrt. sound ¡ is a voiced
consonant. The letter n is called (el).

The llkrainian ¡' (soft) resembles the English (British) [l] in the words let, clean, but is
even softer. To indicate that the consonant must be pronãunced soft, u.p"áid letter r is
used.

The sound ¡' is also pronounced soft before the vowels i, fr., ro,e. In general these letters
indicate that the preceding consonant is soft, for example: riro, ni¡, ¡iror. The meaning
of the word may depend on the correct pronunciation of the hard or soft ¡.

17. M nr

The Ukrainian nr is pronounced like the English [m] in man, moon. The letter pr is called
(em).

18.HH

The Ukrainian H corresponds to the English [n] sound in nine, no, nose. However, to
pronounce the Ukrainian u you must place the tongue against the back of upper teeth
with its tip pointing downwards. Do not raise the tþ of the tongue to the alveoli or the
upper gums as is the case with the English [n]. Letter u is pronounced [en].

19.Oo

The lJkrainian [o] is similar to the English sound denoted by the letter o in sport, moming
but the Ukrainian sound is shorter. To pronounce it, the lips must be rounded and
protruded more than in articulating the English [o:] in the words given above.

The name of the ukrainian letter o is identical with its pronunciation.



20.11n

The Ukrainian n is pronounced like the English [p] in pen, but there is no aspiration in
articulating it. The letter n is called þel.

zI.P p

For the Ukrainian p there is no corresponding sound in standard English. It resembles
somewhat the rolled [r] of Scotland and Nothern England. The Ukrainian p is formed by
the vibration of the tip of the tongue against the front part of the palate. It is a distinct,
trilled sound. The letter p is called ep (en). It shouldn't be confuied with the English
lefter P p.

22.Cc

The lIkrainian c is pronounced like the English [s] in seven. The letter c is called ec (es).

n.T T

The Ukrainian r resembles the English [t] in ten. To pronounce Ukrainian r you must
place the tongue against the back of the upper teeth with its tip pointing downwards. Do
not raise the tip of the tongue to the alveoli or the upper gums as in the case with the
English [t]. The name of the lener is re [te].

24.Y y

The Ukrainian y is pronounced like the English sound denoted by the letters oo, but not
so short as this sound in book, or not so long as it is in school. The Ukrainian sound y is
pronounced with the lips rounded and considerably protruded (in the same way as
pronouncing [o]), the tongue drawn back and its back part raised to the soft palate.

2s.oö

The Llkrainian Q resembles the English [f] in fact, fine, five. The letter rþ is catled eQ
Iefr].

26.X x

The Ilkrainian x has no counterpart in English. It resembles the Scotish [ch] in loch and
the German ch in lachen. The sound x is formed at the same point of the paiate as [k], but
the tongue is not pressed against the palate; as a result of this the passage of the air x is
not stopped, but only narrowed; [k] is an instantaneous sound while may be prolonged: x-
x-x.
The letter X is called xa [khah].



27.1I u

The Llkrainian u resembles the English sound combination ts in lots, or tz in quartz.In
Ukrainian the sound 

T *d c are merged together, and produced by a single måvement of
the tongue, the first element r being less audible than the second one. It is a voiceless
consonant. The letter q is called (tseh).

28. rI .r

The Ukrainian voiceless consonant u is pronounced like the English ch in bench, chin,
but is a little harder. The letter.r is called (cheh).

29.III ut

The Ukrainian m is pronounced something like the English sh in shut, bush, but it is
harder: the position of the tongue is lower (farther away from the palate). Itls a voiceless
sound. The letter m is called (shah).

30. III u

The Ukrainian letter rq denotes the combination of two sounds [ru+.r] shch. There is no
English counterparts for this Ukrainian sound combination. The lettei q is called shchah.

31.IO ro

represents two sounds. It is pronounced ro (:ü+y) like English you. The
letter ro is identical with its pronunciation.

represents two sounds. It is pronounced n (:ü+a) like English yard, ya. The
letter s is identical with its pronunciation.

b is used after consonants and indicates that the consonant must be pronounced soft. It is
used after the following consonants: Jr, H, Ãr rI, Tr l, c. Consonants 6, rr, M, B, þ, x, n are
usually hard. They are slightly softened only before [i], but they are neverfollåwed by r.

The letter ro
name of the

32.flq

The letter q

name of the

33. b
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Appendix I, Table 2

Vowels in Modern Standard Ukrainian

vl

oe

v

a
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Appendix I, Table 3

Gonsonant System of Modern Standard Ukrainian

Labial Dental Palatal Velar Laryngeal
Plain Palatalized

Plosive pb td t'd' {i kg

Fricative f v/w sz s'z' x h

Affricate cJ "'.lo t_l
Nasal m n n'

Lateral I I'

Trill r r'

Glide j
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Some of the letters in the alphabet are pronounced like the corresponding letters in
English, but there are also letters, which look like English but are pronounced quite
differently. There are also some letters, which have no counterparts in English. For
example, the letter 4 (shch) stands for the combination of two sounds ut+v (sh+ch), t (Ð
for ù+i (y+i). Conversely, there are some combinations of two letters that actually stand
for one sound: òcrc (dzh) for the j sound injam, as in: n xoòtrcyor ds for the dz as in
òseprcaao. Several of the letters have exactly the same shape in both capital and small
forms: G, K,lr, u, min contrast to the letters in English alphabet which look like them: b,
k, m, n, t. This similarity is preserved in some of the handwritten forms as well.
Ukrainian spelling reflects the pronunciation of words more or less exactly, but
occasionally it deviates from it. The modern standard Ukrainian sound system has six
vowels: ct, o, y, e, u, i, which are represented in spelling by ten letters: a et !¡ e, tt, i, fl, ro,
e, î. The sound system does not have phonemically relevant length and pitch in vowels. It
preserves free dynamic stress which can fall on any syllable and which can shift within a
paradigm.

One of the most distinctive features in the Ukrainian consonant system is the presence of
a large number of palatal and palatalized consonants. Many consonants form pairs of
palatalized (soft) and non-palatalized (hard) consonants. Consonants ò, m, 3, c, tl, òs, t, H,

p may be hard or soft (the softening of a consonant may be indicated not only by the
lettet u, but also by the letters i, fl, to, e. The consonants 6, n, a, tt, þ, Jrc, u, ttt, òilc, 2, 2,

K, x aîe always hard. They are only slightly softened before the sound i. The sound z7 is
always soft. In Ukrainian as in English, the voiced and voiceless consonants often go in
pairs:

voiced
voiceless

English
brv, d, z

P,f,t,s

Ukrainian
6rBr¿,3
rI,@,T,c

The voiced consonants M, H,p have no corresponding voiceless counterparts.

The basic differences between the Ukrainian and English sound systems include the
following:

8. The English [d,t,n,l] are alveolar while the Ukrainian [Ä,r,H,r] are dental.
9. The sounds [o,y] in Ukrainian require much more lip articulation than do their

English counterparts.
10. ukrainian consonants may be hard or soft, like in reB, ric, He6o, rciur.
11. Ukrainian vowels are not diphthongized except when printed as two letters, like in

ai, ia, etc.
12. Ukrainian vowels are usually medium in length while English vowels may be

long or short.
13. Unstressed syllables in Ukrainian are pronounced distinctly with hardly any

change ofsounds.
14. The Ukrainian unvoiced consonants fn,m,rcl are never aspirated, unlike the

English [p,t,k].
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Bn
The llkrainian s at the beginning of a word or a syllable is almost like the English [v] invan. However, the llkrainian n is pronounced with the upper teeth pressed agãinst the
back of the lower lip, but not, as in the case with the English [v] agãinst the ãont of it.
The Ukrainian n is pronounced with less energy than the engiish ãounterpart. At the end
of a word or a syllable after a vowel and the beginning of a word before a consonant the
ukrainian e sound is pronounced as the English tw] in why, eòouo, ne6Ho.

a) Read: BVI-TUI, BLI-HO, BO-Ã4, BA:34B,A-ÃA, BaII-HO

b) Underline the letter n in the following rhyme:

Be¡rr,re¡inua sinqi nacJra
3apo6øna rpyÃKy vracjra

Bapenør<in HaBapHJra

Be¡nae¡uxa 3anpocuna

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æ1r,4$ |
Ë:-l

Media Clip

Biu, noua, BoHo, BoHI¿, BoÃa, BecHa, BI{Ho, neuip.

Ir
The sound r is widely used in lIkrainian. It is a pharyngeal consonant, resembles English
[h], but voiced and pronoulced with greater energy. While the English [h] occurs oniy
before vowels, the Ukrainian may be found before the consonants and at the end of a
word as well.

a) Read: ata,yr.y, oro, raü, r¿t3, , ro-pa )ty-J]g.,-jvr-pfr.,Ty-ra, fo-JIo_Ba, rap_6ys

b) Underline the letter r in the following rhyme:

XoÃørr rap6ys ro ropo.qy,
lluraerrcs cBoro poÃy:

- Oü uø xøni,.rø s¡oponi
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Bci po¡øvi rap6yroni

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:

folona, ryci, rap6y3,taiL, fa3, roÃøHa, ropa.

fr
The Llkrainian sound r denoted by letter is pronounced as the English [g] in good. The
Ilkrainian r and r are different sounds but both of them are voiceã andhärd,Jhey have no
soft counterparts. slight softening may occur only before the vowel [i].

a) Read: fy-ns, f a-HoK, f y-Ã3r,IK, r pa-Tvr, f a-Ba, Ã3Lr- f a

b) Underline the letter r in the following rhyme:

fy¡søx KoJrr¿xaBc.Í,

Is Hr4roqrt,r o6ipnancr,
Ynas Ha r¡ø6ylro,
Ha6øs co6i r ynro.

fna¡r!
c) Which sound r or r is used in this rhrrme more:

,r.u* 
"t"*Huoro 

ryJrÍe
Ta sa rapuoruqi rapuo rpae

IIe ü xBaJrr{Tbc.[ Haru rapmouicr:
fl - te- fe- fe- fe - rolocøcrøü

d) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
ÆìHI

Media Clip

I-I auor, fyÃ3HK, rynx, rlixaro.

l,a
The Ukrainian ¡ is similar to the English [d] in do,butwithout the slight aspiration
accompanying the articulation of that English sound.
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a) Read: Ãy6, Ãax,Äyx,,qeHb, ¡i-ru, ¡afi, ¡a--ta

b) Underline the letter ¡ in the following rhyme:

oü Ãy6-Äy6a, ¡y6-¡y6a,
JliseÃsrer na¡y6a

flo ¡y6oniü Ãpa6uni,
V.repnoniü ruanvuui,

[sro6ou Ãy6a-¡æo6!

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æì
HJ

Media Clip

ÄiÀ, Ãorg, Äenb, ÃBa, Äax, Ãe, ÃeKJrapaqix, ¿in.røHa, .qecepr, ¡ix, ¡o6po, Ãqryro.

Ee

The llkrainian e is similar to the English sound [e] denoted by in pen, ten, but the tongue
is not raised so near to the palafe and the mouth should be opened wider than when
pronouncing the English sound.

a) Read: exo, He-ce, Be-Ãe, fe-ua, El-Jra, ce-Jro

b) Underline the letter e in the following rhyme:

Eneü 6yn napy6or uoropuøü
I xnoneqr xoq KyÄra Ko3aK

c) Listeq to the following words and practice saying them:
Æ1t]filÌ |L;;J

Media Clip

Exo, expau, eKcrlpec, excrcypcir, euoqix, eueprir, eneKTpHKa, erouoruixa.

€le
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The letter e consists of two sounds ü*e:e. Consonants are pronounced soft before the
vowel.

a) Read: e, JIJre, euor, eBrrrau

b) Underline the letter e in the following rhyme:

€nor i egorlrxa
Xponyrr s eerrrani crr¿xa

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æt
ËsJ

Media Clip

e, euor, ena, erunet.

Xtx

The Ukrainian x is pronouced like the English [s] in pleasure, but it is considerably
harder: the position of the tongue is lower. )It is hardbefore vowels and all consonants; it
has no corresponding soft consonants. Only before the vowel [i] it is little bit softened.
Example: xisra.

a) Read: xr{p, xyK, xecr, xa6a,xap, xypu¿ur, Te}K, Koxyx

b) Underline the letter x in the following rhyme:

Ïtyc y xoBroMy xynaHi
Eirae no floJrro

Xyx, xyx, xyx!

c) Try to say the tongue-twister:

Ïx, 'rk, ix - rarr,r rexørr uix
Yx,yx, yN - 6ina Bo.qH Byx

OpN, opx,opx - ruø ïrr,ro Kopx

d) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
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ffi
Media Clip

)Ka6a, xøTo, xapxo, )KaHp, xax, xr¿TTr, xypHaJI, xiura, xonrøü, xI{TJro.

3s

The llkrainian s is pronounced like the English lzl inzip.It is voiced consonant.

a) Read: se6pa,3øMa, suax,3uiua,3ona, sy6, s6yr

b) Underline the letter s in the following rhlmre:

flani se6po, ¡e 6yna?
llaHi se6po, u¡o necla?
Hecla saü.røxa Maroro
3a6oli¡a nixxa B Hboro

c) Try to say the tongue-twister:

3øua Mopo3ua Ha¡nopi
3auerpr 6ili ua geuni

d) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æt
HJ

Media Clip

3a, sy6, ze6pa, 3Jro, 3aBTpa, 3ipxa, gvIwa) 3oJloro, 3BarI4, seneHI,Iü.

Vl, Í4

There is no English vowel identical to the Ukrainian [u]. Only to a certain degree does
the English sound denoted by i in it, ill or system resembles the Ukrainian [u]. To
pronounce this sound, draw the tongue back and do not raise it as high as whén
pronouncing Ukrainian i. The sound [n] is never used at the beginning of a word. It
always follows a hard consonant.

a) Read: Br4) Tø) MH, BoHI{, BIãHo, Ãr¿M, MI,Ip, cvrp, vtvrrrr,6urø, pv1Trr, )Kr1TvI

b) Underline the letter u in the following rhyme:
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fø-rø-rø! lftzporø!
A ue ¡au, a ne Ãant!
I4u, rrxøir!
A rarøü. acsxøitt

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
ÆìHI

Media Clip

Hvr, Mr4, TvI, Bv!)

lr

The Ukrainian [i] is similar to the English sound denoted by ee in see or ea in eat, but it is
shorter than its English countetpart. The sound [i] usually follows a soft consonant.

The Ukrainian [i] and [ø] are different sounds. Often the meaning of a word depends on
whether we pronounce the sound [i] or [r.r]. Compare: 6ix (side) - 6ør (ox), rir (cat) -
r<ør (whale), Äør,¿ (smoke) - ¡iu (house).

a) Read: lli¡, xiHr, nic, uicr, uic, Icyc, lpuna,Irop, xli6, pix, ¡irø

d) Underline the lefter i in the following rhyme:

e n nac niseHr-r,ronoÄerrb.
Po6orsra i cniseu¡

c) Try to say the tongue-twister:

I{eü ipuc Ha3r,rBaerËc . "Kr4c-:rckrc"

-[ "KI,Ic-KI,rc" [pocI,IB y fpøqx,
A npø6iua Marra Kr¿rIfl

[øpOf]I, JILICT, CHp, MHp, MI,fnO.

and practice saying them:d) Listen to the following words
FTHI

Media Clip

IM'x, i¡er, irpa, Inan, ipøc, iunecrop, insercqix, IcuaHir^,r'tanix,icnør, iurepn'ro.



tr

The letter ï always denotes two sounds: ü + i . There is no such a sound in Enelish. The
name of this letter is identical with its pronunciation.

a) Read: ïNar, ïu, ïcru, iî, ïx

b) Underline the letter i in the following rhyme:

ïNar s iNa.molr
ïnu raruy 3 MoiroKoM

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
&_\
Itr$ I
t:-1 |

Media Clip

Ïï, ix, ika, icrø, ixarø,iÃarrsrrs..

ffirr

Pronouncing the ü sound , the back of the tongue is brought closer to the roof of the
mouth. The only vowel which may be preceded by ü is o and is pronounced as yo. The
name of the letter is üor (yot).

a) Read: ¡air.,xpaít,r,,riit,ît¡y, ü¡eru, rniü, rvriü, [ylraü, üor

b) Underline the letter ü in the following rhyme:

ñor Ha pi.rxy xo.quB

Cro üopxin ualonøe, üoü!

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æì
tr11

Media Clip

üoro, iao ¡, ilocøn, üopru.

&
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Krc

Ukrainian rc is pronounced like the English [k] in kin, took, look, but without the slight
aspiration accompanying the articulation of that English sound.

a) Read: Kar, Kyr, ny6, nyu, Kyna, rar,6yx

b) Underline the letter rc in the following rhyme:

lliur¡a KørIq rro BoÃr.rqrc
Taftynata y KptrHrarlro

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
FTël

Media Clip

Kir, rarua, KaBa, Ka3Ka, KaJIeHÃap, xa6iuet, KaprI¿Ha, Kapra, rnirxa, Køi'n.

JI¡

The hard consonant ¡ resembles the English [] in the words table, full, but somewhat
harder. To articulate the Ukrainian ¡ you should raise the back part of the tongue to the
roof of the mouth as in [y] and place the front part of the tongué against the bãck of the
upper teeth (as in sounds À, T, H). The tip of the tongue points downwards (do not raise it
to the gum, as is done in the articulation of the English []. The sound ¡ is a voiced
consonant. The letter.n is called (el).

a) Read: JIeB, MoJIoKo, c¿uro, KoJIrf, TeIrJIo, cJIoBo, Orena, IJIaH, JI¿IMIIa, rvrc, Iry1a

b) Underline the letter ¡ in the following rhyme:

fl. nucørrxa. f cecrpr,rqKa,
He cra¡xy 6es Ãira:
fl.rycnrxaÍacila,
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llonlo¡arr xo.rlÍrJra

The Llkrainian ¡' (soft) resembles the English (British) [l] in the words let, clean, but is
even softer' To indicate that the consonant must be pronàunced soft, u .p"áiul letter s is
used.

Read: 6i*, vinr, xopa6enr, A*nø, rroJrËKa, Jlrein, Bacø*, Anr6ou

The sound ¡t is also pronounced soft before the vowels i, r, ro, e. In general these letters
in-dicate that the preceding consonant is soft, for exampl 

"t 
ni*o, niò, inrc. The meaning

of the word may depend on the correct pronunciation åf the hard or soft ¡.
c) Listen to the foilowing words and practice saying them:

ÆìItrrI Itì:-: {

Media Clip

JIen, laMna ) Jrr4c) JruIcrs., JIIltcr, JITIMoH, ric, rirap, rixø, ritar, Jlro.qø, Jlssin.

Mru

The Ukrainian rvr is pronounced like the English [m] in man, moon. The letter pr is called
(em).

a) Read: M¿Ma, MacJIO, MOJIOKO, MOÃa, MeTa, MopKBa, uaruøua, upir

b) Underline the letter nr in the following rhyme:

ï¡e uøurra.¿IoJrHHoro
Moprn'xnoro MarrrøHoro

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:

Maua, MarvIrMeÃ, Merpo 
'MoBarMera, .'a*epa,MorloKo, MareMarLIKa, uicro, uiü,

rrrilrüou.

Media Clip
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Hn

The Ukrainian n corresponds to the English [n] sound in nine, no, nose. However, ro
pronounce the Ukrainian H you must place the tongue against the back of upper teeth
with its tip pointing downwards. Do not raise the tip of the tongue to the alveoli or the
upper gums as is the case with the English [n]. Letter n is pronounced [en].

a) Read: ue6o, uiu, uic, Hora, Harrr, Ha

b) Underline the letter H in the following rhyme:

Hocopir Hocopory Hacryrrae Ha Hory.

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
J#l
Ë1 1t:-: I

Media Clip

Hi, ua, Hic, uiv, Ha3Ba, ue6o, Hora, Harrr, Ha)¿Ka, HapoÃ, HoBI{Hø, HoMep.

0o

The Ukrainian [o] is similar to the English sound denoted by the letter o in sport,
morning but the Ukrainian sound is shorter. To pronounce it, the lips must be rounded
and protruded more than in articulating the English [o:] in the words given above.

The name of the ukrainian letter o is identical with its pronunciation.

a) Read: oH, ocb, oro, Olecr, Or.f,, Olena, oflepa, oly,qaJlo

b) Underline the letter o in the following rhyme:

Ha ropo¡i ony.qano
f opo6rlin neperyÃr4rro
(Þypp-p! -taúnoterino
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c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æ]
tt¡lJi II:I

Media Clip

Oxo, Olx, olepa, oÄøH, O¡eca, o3epo, onepaqir, ocnira, oHyK.

ffi
IIn

The llkrainian n is pronounced like the English [p] in pen, but there is no aspiration in
articulating it. The letter u is called [pe].

a) Read: ilec, flaryra, [iBenb, flerpo, flanro, Bnacrrl

b) Underline the letter n in the following rhyne:

.{na uinHøxvr, ÃBa nisHøxø
fopox MoJrorraJur

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æì
HLI

Media Clip

llec, raH, naui, uanip, [anKa, rlaJlbro, napnaMenT, naprlrep, ilacrropr, IIaca)KI,Ip.

Pp

For the Ukrainian p there is no corresponding sound in standard English. It resembles
somewhat the rolled [r] of Scotland and Nothern England. The Ukrainian p is formed by
the vibration of the tip of the tongue against the front part of the palate.It is a distinct,
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trilled sound. The letter p is called ep (en). It shouldn't be confused with the Enslish
letter P p.

a) Read: py*a, pø6a, Mrrp, cøp, ¿nip, uopo3, cecrpa, [apK, Tapac, llerpo, 6opru

b) Underline the letter p in the following rhyme:

JIise parc-ne6opar,

-flr yrqønHe - 6y¡e snar.

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æl
HJ

Media Clip

Pyra, pyqKâ, ptt6a, piu, pøc, paK, panoK,paîtou,po6ora.

Cc

The lJkrainian c is pronounced like the English [s] in seven. The letter c is called ec (es).

a) Read: cr4:r', ct:rp, courle, cirb, oca, cJroH, crin, crineqb, cryÃeHT

b) Underline the letter c in the following rhyme:

Jlerina oca ra cJrona B rroJro 6yrtlt

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æì
Ë{J

Media Clip

Ca¡, crtn, cir, cirra, celo, claü¿, cecrpa, cepeÃa, curar) cnir, curo, ce3og.
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Tr
The Ukrainian r resembles the English [t] in ten, but without the slight aspiration
accompanying the articulation of that English sound. To pronounce Ukrainian r you must
place the tongue against the back of the upper teeth with its tip pointing downwards. Do
not raise the tip of the tongue to the alveoli or the upper gums as in the case with the
English [t]. The name of the letter is re [te].

a) Read: Tyr, T¿rM, TH, Taro, Kyr, TpH, rop6a, rir, rpøsy6

b) Underline the letter r in the following rhyme:

Korl,t¡acs rop6a 3 BenrzKofo rop6a
B rop6i [¿rJrrHHrIr, neÃui,qs i nøcnqx
Jløcøqs rrurrlrirb, se¿MiÃr Bepeuurb,
A rop6a rpiqnrr -
Tpicr, rpicr, rpicr!

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æì
HJ.J

Media Clip

Tø, Taro, TaK, Tyr, TaM, TaKci, teuic, renesou, TpaBa, rpø, rpe6a, Ty¿IJIer, Typl{cr.

Vy

The Ukrainian y is pronounced like the English sound denoted by the letters oo, but not
so short as this sound in book, or not so long as it is in school. The Ukrainian sound y is
pronounced with the lips rounded and considerably protruded (in the same way as
pronouncing [o], the tongue drawn back and its back part raised to the soft palate.

a) Read: ryr,,Iyx, ÃyMa, Yxpaïua, yrpaïhqi, yrpaineqr, yrcpainxa

b) Underline the letter y in the following rh¡rme:

Xro rr¿ ÄinqøHxo rapuenma?
-YxpaiHra r MaJreHËKa.

Yxpaiuqi 6arxo ü seurxa.

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
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Æl
ËLJ

Media Clip

Vnara, yc[ix, yninepcører, VxpaiHa, yrpaiuerlË, yKpaiuKa.

oö
The [Ikrainian S resembles the English [f] in fact, fine, five. The letter Q is called eS
Iefr].

a) Read: $aca¡, óasa, þaùnufi, @oryc, $ap6a, Syr6on
nasa - $asa

b) Underline the letter q in the following rhyme:

ôaft:aøît rrau Ha npisnøqe Oa6isu
Y xparr,ruøqi pano-pauo Kyrrr.rB co6i Qoprer'ÍHo

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æì
HJ

Media Clip

(Þax, Sarc, $arr, (þine, Soro, Sopua, (þpynrø, (þiHaHcø, Syúon.

Xx

The Ukrainian x has no counterpart in English. The sound x is formed at the same point
of the palate as [k], but the tongue is not pressed against the palate; as a result of this the
passage of the air x is not stopped, but only narrowed; [k] is an instantaneous sound while
may be prolonged: x-x-x. The letter X is called xa [khah].

a) Read: xara, xop, xMapa, Xapxin, Xoua, B)D(o, Myxq Ãax
KOpT - XOpT, KaII _ xa[, KpyK _ xpycT

b) Underline the letter x in the following rhyme:
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Ocr nau rapua xara
Ocr sirHa i ¡nep4rra

c) Listen to the following words and

Æìß¡tt: I
I:;J

Media Clip

practice saying them:

Xana, xop, xaü, xMapa, xoJlo,4, xeicr, xapaKTep, xBI{JIIzHa, xnorreqË.

rIq

The Ukrainian q resembles the English sound combination ts in lots, or tz in quartz.In
Ukrainian the sound'r and c are merged together, and produced by a single movement 'f
the tongue, the first element r being less audible than the second one. It is a voiceless
consonant. The letter q is called (tseh).

a) Read: qan, rIrdHK, rlupx, rIeMeHT, uøöpa,rlyKop, uyrepxa, qnir

b) Underline the letter q in the following rhyme:

Jfto¡ø Ão qepKBr,r cryrrarorË
Momrrcx, cuinarorr, - Eora npocnaBfirrorÉ.

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æ]HI

Media Clip

[-{e, qeü, qi, qøpr, :q;u6yttx, qepKBa, qina, qyxop.

{.r

The Ukrainian voiceless consonant v is pronounced like the English ch in bench, chin,
but is a little harder. The letter q is calleã (cheh).

a) Read: vac,vair, qoMy, qacro, uolonix, Ãoqxa, lrþrrarkr
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b) Underline the letter q in the following rhyme:

Bi¿ qepr¡r.r erixae oÃHa nr,rrrr cirrl's
r{opr, qoprr,rxa, i uoprenr

c) Listgn to the following words and practice saying them:
Æìlutli I
E:l-lJ

Media Clip

Hait,uac, HeK,.rHü, qalrrKa, qrIcJIo, uecuøü, vopuøü, qerBep.

III ru

The Ukrainian m is pronounced something like the English shin shut, bush,butitis
harder: the position of the tongue is lower (farther away from the palate). It is a voiceless
sound. The letter m is called (shah).

a) Read: uaSa, luicrt, Trr[ra, rpyua, rporui, Harrr, Barrr

b) Underline the letter m in the following rhyme:

lllnax - siÃeaxuøü eosr:
Kyni s BøHorpaÃy, ltraínx 3 rrroKoJra¡y.

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æì
HJ

Media Clip

L[Iicrr, [rI{Tr¿, rtlaxu, rrroprl,I, ItrarrKa, rua$a, marluII,IK.

III ur

The l-Ikrainian letter q denotes the combination of two sounds [u+v] shch. There is no
English counterparts for this Ukrainian sound combination. The letter rq is called shchah.

a) Read: rle, uyKa, ilIacr.fl, npisnuu¡e, JreÄarqo, 6opq, ulirxa, ue¡pøü

b) Underline the letter u in the following rhyme:
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II{yxa 6oprquxy 3Bapr{na
JIsrqa rrlupo rronpocüna
- Jlxlqe, JlÍue, xouem l¡e?

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:FìHI
Media Clip

II{o, u¡o6, qoKa, rrlyKa, rqacr.s, tgactønuit, u¡øpnü.

K) ¡o

The letter rc represents two sounds. It is pronounced ro (:ü+y) like English you. The
name of the letter rc is identical with its pronunciation.

a) Read: rouaK, rouøü, nraro, IOpiü, roJra, rcp6a

b) Underline the letter rc in the following rhyme:

Css'ruia IOpiü ¡ He6a 3'ïx¡xae,
3uirory crparxnyro Ha cMeprb y6øsae.

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
ÆìIrrt¡ |t::"1 |

Media Clip

IOnar, rcp?rcr, rorrrxa, IOpiü, ronenip.

å{ ss

The letter n represents two sounds. It is pronounced s (=ü+a) like Englishyard, ya.The
name of the letter q is identical with its pronunciation.

a) Read: anip, nraan, -[xin, Ãua,3o4 cor, r3r{K
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b) Underline the letter q in the following rhyme:

-f, ua¡esxaflpøuxa
B uene rapua -ãJrrrHKa

c) Listen to the following words and practice safng them:
Æìtilft; t
L;;Ll

Media Cl¡p

fl' Ã:r., flKrtit, xsør, x6lyro, ffüqe, rroÃa, flnta.

b

b is used after consonants and indicates that the consonant must be pronounced soft. It is
used after the following consonants: r, H, Ar rI, Tr l, c. Consonants 6, rr, M, B, S, x, r are
usually hard. They are slightly softened only before [i], but they are never follãwed by r.

a) Read: uigr, nainr, pynb, 6ins, ropa6elr, Anrnu, rroJrbxa, Bacø6, Jlreis.

b) Underline the letter r in the following rhyme:

Xeur.rør-6peHbrrl,rK Ha rIeHbKy
Epensxuye y 6an¡yponrrcy.

c) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æ-r
HJ

Media Clip

Eilr, uinr, ciru, rint, xinr, pylr, Jlrnis.

$iou¡lds th*t are dellofed by comrbinaÉior¡ of'trvo letters

The Ukrainian sound ds is a voiced counterpart for 4.It is a merged sound consisting of
two elements ò and s. There is no special letter for this sound in the Ukrainian alphabet
and it is denoted by the combination of letters ¡s.

a) Read: ¡snin, Ã3or, .q3epK¿uro, Ã3BoHr,rK.

b) Listen to the following words and practice saying them: Ã3r¿fa, ¡sniH, Äseigørlx,
Ã3epKaJro.
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The voiced consonant òuc is similar to the English sound denoted by the letter g in the
words gender, gin,but is little bit harder. There is no special letter fór this sound in the
Ukrainian alphabet, but it is always denoted by the combination of two letters Ã * x.
Before the vowel I the llkrainian òcrc is softer, almost identical with its English
counterpart.

a) Read: aÄxe, Ãxffi, ¿Nuim, ¡Nynrni, Äxepeno.

b) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:T;-\
ffilt::l

Media Clip

Ãxas, xoÄxy, ¡Nørir, Ãxepeno, ¡Nyurni.

{,ong consor"si¿nts

One of the peculiarities of the language is its long or double consonants. Double
consonants in Ukrainian are pronounced as one long sound either hard or soft:
sòopoeeuuuù, cuneuuuù or napnþþa, )rcummn, si44a, ysniçca. The long consonants may
occur only between vowels. The letter following them shows whether they are hard or
soft. Long consonants are always soft before the letters i, fl, €, ro.

a) Listen a:rd practice saying:

Æ1
EÈIT I
f::- l

Media Clip

qøc¡euHøü, croponuiü, roÃHHHlIK, coHHuü, KoJloccff,3HaHH.rI, oqinronauux, 3anopixxx,
saíyrt x, peunøît, crarr{.

Ljse ol'the Apostrophe

The apostrophe (') as a separation sign is used before the letters fl, ro, €, i in the following
CASES:

after the letters 6, tr, B, na, S: n'lrr , M'flKr4il,6'e, n'ixarø

after the letter which denotes a hard sound: 6yp'xn,xap'epa

after prefixes ending in a hard consonant: siÀ'ï'3Ã, o6'e¡uanur

a)

b)

c)
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In several words the apostrophe is not used in front of R, ro, €, T: cB.rro, rlB.rrx, and neither
in those borrowed words where the the letters s, K), €, i denote softness of thá peceding
consonants, for example: 6ropo, 6ro¡xer, and foreign names: froro, Mromrep.

a) Listen to the following words and practice saying them:
Æì
ËJ

Media Clip

fI'Io, 6'10, It'.ÍTb, Ír'eca, cl6'fl&a, s'ïs¡, s¡opoB,.r, [o¡Biprx, xyp,ep.

Part II: Information about Syllables and Syllable Stress

Every word in flkrainian has one or more syllables. A syllable always has a vowel sound
and usually contains a consonant sound between it and the next syllable. When you counr
syllables, try to listen to for the "break" in the word that separateÀ the syllables. For
example: Ma-Ma (2), Itit (1), xi-Ho (2), npo-Se-cop (3), cry_Äeur (2), arc_rop (2), cecr_pa
(2), mx-ci (2),6ac-xer-6o¡l (3), Nyp-ua-nicr (3), nep-rrai-urelr (3).

Syllable stress is very important in the pronunciation of Ukrainian. In some words the
stress falls on the first syllable: mewo, aoòa, KHurrcKa.In others it falls on the last
syllable: Memo, a6o. There are words with the stress falling on the middle syllable:
Kauaòa, nnaHemo. You have to learn the stress position of each new word bLcause there
are no rules to help you, and without correct stress, words can be misunderstood.
Dictionaries always show how many syllables a word has and which syllable gets the
strongest stress. When you look up a word in the dictionary, it is important to lay special
attention to this information. To show the strongest (primary) stress, the accent mark is
placed over the vowel that bears the stress. For example: pyvxa, KHHXKa, anrouo6ilr,
6y¡unor.

Exercise 1: Dictionary Activity

Look up the following words in the dictionary. How many syllables does the word have?
Write the number of syllables in the parentheses after each word. TVhich syllable has the
strongest stress? Underline it.

A¡psca (3)

TeneSon

Mysøxa

flacnopr

Anro6yc
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Kpe¡ør

Kalmynrrop

Kanen¡ap

l[]oxolaÄ

llaprnep

Aeponopr

!oxyuenr

Koun'rorep

MiHicrp

Kounauis

Moloro

Exercise 2: Listen to the following words. Write the number of syllables next to the word
and indicate which syllable has the strongest stress:

Æì
Ë*J

Media Clip

YHinepcørgr (4)

Cryleur

Cry¡eurxa

(Þarc

Pyrxa

Onineqr

3ourør

Kuøra

flanip
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O@ic

Exercise 3: Listen to the following words. Write an accent mark over the syllable that is
stressed (stronger) in each word:

Æìtt¡il: I

t;=J
Media Clip

[øpéxrop

Kaprxa

Horraep

ExoHovira

JIauna

Exercise 4: Put an accent mark
Æì
IHT Il;;:J

Media Clip

Máua

Taro

Ce¡ro

Exercise 5: Put an accent mark (') over the part of the word that is pronounces as a full
vowel:

^J# I
H¡; I

Media Clip

Mána

Illxora

Maruøira

JIrc6on

.{invuna

Kouepqi.a

Pecropan

fapax

I¡ex

Cørapera

(') over the stressed part of the word

Ea6a

Cecrpa

TeHic

Vrpaina

Kiuuara

Co6axa

Mo¡ono

X¡oreqr
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Exercise 6: Listen to the following names of cities and rivers in Ukraine. Try to find them
on the map of Ukraine. Practice saying them in Ukrainian. Put an accent mLk over the
syllable that is stressed in each word:

Køïs Xapxin

JIrni¡
O,qeca

llo¡rasa Mrapropo¡

r{epuirin 
Jlyqsx

Xrarolrøp qepKacø

fl¡ruaBi'Hør¡s iääJ#"
flninponerpoBcbK Inano-(Þpauriscm

rlopno6ønr 
Cenacrouons

flninpo Eyr

[eura ,{nicrep

ffi]
tìì.-11 |

Media Clip
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Exercise 7: Listen to the following sentences. Focus on the boldface words. Thenpractice s.aying these words payrng special attention to the stress.
Æt
HJ

Media Clip

l. V n¿e¡re e cecrpa.
2. I{e rurnxrca.
3.Vre6eercolrntrorep?
4.Y wac e ra3era.
5. I{e nanip.
6. To pyvna.
7.Y sac e nr¡pyqsnlc?

Exercise 8: Practice sress
Æt
WJ

Media Clip

I oÄøH
2 ¡øa
3 rpn
4torøpu
5 n'.gtr

Cecrpa
KHnxrca
Konrntrorep
Iasera
IIanip
Pyurca
Ih¡py.rHHrc

by counting from one to ten

6 uricrr
7 ci¡vt

8 siciÀ,r

9 ¡en'xru
10 Ãecsrr

As you have noticed before, if a word has more than one syllable, one syllable is strong and the othe(Ð
i:1I"1#J::*.ll,,y*ï:::1 :{l{les. are pronounced Éss disíinctrvir'"'ìr,"se in srressed syllablesbut the ukrainian vowels even when unstressed retain their qualitv. onlv trr" .oíT¿i'.,';,iä:t'#;Ì"
an unstressed syllable have their own peculiarities in pronunòiation. unstressed e is pronounced
somewhat like H: nepo, eeòy' unstresied n sounds fikì e: sutvta, Bututoua.unstressed o preceding asyllable with stressed y, sounds like y: noKynKq.
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6

ð

9

10

I
2
aJ

4
5

Exercise 9: Listen for the unstressed syllable in the following words and underline it
Ællt¡rli I
l;;;::- |

Media clip

Tarq
Marr¡a
Cecrpa
Pyrr<a
Onineqn

[oruxa
3omør
Bisør
Kasa
Crineqr

Exercise 10: Choose ten words from part I and II that are difficult for you and write them
below.

Part Ill; Scntence Rliytlrm and Intonation

SÏmilarly to a word stress, in phrases and sentences there are usually stronger words and
weaker words. For example:

Æt
Ë&l

Media Clip

Miü raro upoQecop.
IIIo qe?

I{e üoro xorrln'rorep.

This pattern of strong and weak gives the language its rhythm. Native speakers expect the
most important words to be emphasized. If you for example, stress the wrong syllâble,
your speech will be very difficult to understand. Similarly, if you stress the wróng word,
your speech will again be very difficult to understand. Content words (nouns, main verbs,
adjectives, etc.) are usually stressed, and functional words þrepositions, etc.j are not
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usually stressed' However, the content words in a sentence are not stressed equally.There is always one content word that receives more rtrår. iemphasis) than the others.The voice usually goes up on this word. This most-"-prtu.ùro content word issometimes called the information focus.

Exercise 1 1: Listen to the following sentences. Identify the information focus for each

sentence and underline it:

1. L{e rapna KHH;ttKa.
2. fcry¡eHr.
3. V uene 4noe ¡ireü.
4. rIø y re6e e cecrpa?
5. 3ni¿rø nu?
6. -f s KaHaÀø.
7. .{e uor py.rx!?
8. Tnorpyrr<aryr.

Exercise 12: Pronounce the following sentence in different way! in order to answer eachquestion that follows:

I{e rriü nonuü uepnouøü asroil{o6i¡r.
l. II{o qe?

2. r{øü r¡e aero}ro6im?
3. r{ø qe no¡øü asroÀ,ro6i¡r?
4. Vø qe vepnoruü asroÀao6i¡¡?

ffi
Media Clip

Medla Cllp
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Intonation can change the meaning of sentences. Study the following examples:o I statement of fact - -fl Jcry¿enr.
o Request for the information - !e JJIrnir?o Echo question, or statementof surprise, disbelief or a desire for repetition and

further explanation - Boua lnircap? I{e lnpaa¡a? II{o "" lnur*"rå?
î|Iepenporoyro.

r Speaker offering a choice - gu rø xoqeru lnapenuxø? Tø 6y¡euro speaker asking if the person wants something - Tø xo.reu uonr¿üo Speaker is unsure - yø rpr xoqeü litrø?
. Speaker expects agreement - Tø Jro¡o Ãøøit.frar?o When addressing (talking to) another person and using a name or title, rising

intonation is usually used. Notice that the name has itJown information focus and
intonation contour.

1[aui Oxcano,.qe Br,r 6ynn nnirxy?
lPonaaue, uu y re6e nce rapa:¡?
llpøno, rK rr.r ce6e no.rynaeur?

If your voice stays flat, the listener may think you are annoyed or angry, as in
flrccrryaeø?
Bce ¡o6pe.

KaBY rlu lqaü?
lxouu'uep?

Exercise 13: Pronounce the following sentences (a) you a.re unsure; (b) you are sure; (c)
ask a question; (d) express your surprise:

I{e naor xara.
Tø Nøneru ryr.
Bu nrc6øre Bapeur{Krr.

Exercise 14: Listen to the following sentences and indicate intonation of each of them

Media Clip

Y vene BeJrHKa ciM's.
zsitwrtø?
rIø nø s KaHa¡ø?
Ma6yrr rø xoqeú ïcrø.
-fl He suarc u¡o po6ørø.
Ile xanø?
-f,x re6e ssarø?
Ponaaue,,4e rø Nøseü?

Exercise 15: Fill in the blanks with the words vou hear
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ffitl:t:' I

Media Clip

Moe
Moe
fl.

Orcana.
Kosaneuxo.

n Kana¡i.
Miü
V ueHe

cTyÃeHT.

ciu'.g.
Miü ¡pyr
Mos ua:ua
.flx narui

rony6qi.
,)

I
2
aJ

4
5

6

8

V uene e

Exercise 16: Write down eight words that you want to learn to pronounce. They could be
words that you have. tried to say but people could not understand you. Find eac-h of your
eight words in the dictionary and put the accent (shess). Copy an example sentence
which uses each of your words. Sentences can come from your dictionary, reading or you
can write them yourself. Practice pronouncing your sentences.

Exercise 17: Write down questions about these topics and practice asking them

1. Name
2. Age
3. Address
4. Telephone number
5. Marital status
6. Hometown
7. Home countrv

Exercise 18: Listen to the dialogue. Circle the questions with rising intonation. Underline
the questions with falling intonation.

ffi
Media Clip
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- fioípøirÀesr! fl Ilecs. A xK Barrrs itu,s?
-.fl Oxca¡ra.
- 3si¡KH nø?
- -fl s KaHa¡r¿. ga Brã TaKox s KaHa¿ra?
- 

Iu-*, x s Toponro. Ae Brr xøBere n'Kana¡i?
- B Monrpeani.
- flíyry e Morpezuri y xonrHi.
- To ¡o sycrpi.ri.
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Appendix III

QUESTIONAIRE

Students are asked to indicate their attitude by circling a number according to the
following key:

Key

1. I don't like this at all
2. I don't like this verv much
3. This is OK
4. I quite like this
5. I like this very much

I. Topics

In my Ukrainian class I would like to study topics:
1. About me: my feelings, opinions, family, housing, etc
2. Topics related to everyday life
2. Culture: music, films, etc.
3. Current affairs and issues
4. Everything mentioned above

II. Methods

In my Ukrainian class, I would like to learn by:
1 Small group discussions and problem-solving
2. Formal language study (for example, studying from a textbook)
3. Listening to the teacher
4. Doing individual work
5. Everything mentioned above

III. Languages Areas

I want to improve:
1. Listening
2. Speaking
3. Reading
4. V/riting
5. Grammar
6. Everything mentioned above

t2345
t2345
12345
t2345
12345

t2345
t2345
12345
r234s
12345

r2345
12345
r2345
12345
t2345
12345
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ry. Out of class

Out of class, I would like to
1. Have conversations with native speakers
2, Talkto my parents and/or grandparents
3. Collect examples of l_Ikrainian I find interestins
4. V/atch Ukrainian TV programs/

listen to the ukrainian radio/read ukrainian ne\¡/spapers
5. Everything mentioned above

r2345
r2345
t2345

r2345
r2345
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Appendix IV

Program for Beginners, [Ikrainian Language

Listening &

SpeakÍng

Reading &

Writing

Subject pronouns@, *u,

6tt, 6iH, eona i.m.ò.)

Category of gender in

Ilkrainian

Nominative case of nouns

Asking simple questions,

by changing the

Greeting and

introducing people

Asking for the name

and last name

Asking how to spell

the name

Apologizing

Reading

abbreviations,

names, Iast names

Spelling the first

and the last name
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The classroom Nouns to describe the

classroom.

Adjectives: lenurcuù,

uereHarcuri, zapuuti,

4ircaeuù, no¿auuù, i m.ò.

Gender of adjectives

Demonstrative adj ectives

and pronouns qe, qeü,

roü, raru, r¡rr

Identifying objects

and describing them

Reading the names

of the objects and

selecting the

description of

them, including the

colors.

Description of the

classroom in

writing

Telephone

numbers and

addresses

Numbers

Category of singular and

plural ofnouns

Vø - questions

,{e - questions

Getting and giving

personal information

and thanking

Identifying the

countries and cities

Reading the

telephone numbers

Filling out the

application forms

Reading business

cards and the map

Designing business

cards
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The family Yerb *tamu and its

conjugation in Present

Tense

Accusative case of nouns

Singular and plural of

adj ectives in nominative

case

Possessive pronouns uiü,

rniü, iî, üoro i r.¿.

Apologizing

Asking about

relatives and friends

Describing family

using photographs or

pictures

Describing and

identifying people

Completing an

application or

registration form

indicating family

members

Developing a

family tree

Occupations Verb: infinitive and

Present Tense ofverbs

Getting someone's

attention

Asking someone to

repeat something

Completing the

I.D. card

Reading

employment ads

Seasons and

weather

Adverbs: rerrJro,

xoJlo.qno, srnnno, i t.¡.

Talking about the

weather and seasons

Reading the

weather forecast

Preparing the

weather forecast

Months and

dates

Prepositions of location

Locative case

Getting and giving

someone the date and

time

Setting up a

calendar

Reading the time
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'Work 
and

study

Present tense ofverbs

Conjugation of verbs:

qumqmu, nucomu,

¿o6opumu, xoòumu,

3HCIwL4 npaqneamu, i

m.ò.

Talking about present

Talking about weekly

routines and

schedules

Writing a

description of

one's day

Making a weekly

(monthly) schedule

ofevents

Free time Possessive case

Meui mpe6a expression

Meni noòoúaemacn

Meui ue noòoíaemaca

Talking about movies

and favourite things

Agreeing/disagreeing

Making suggestions

Reading

entertainment ads

Writing a postcard

Food and

restaurants

Expressions

.fl xovy.......

Crcinarcu .....

,fl òyuan....,

.fl eealrcan..

Giving reasons and

opinions

Asking about pricing

Ordering in the

restaurant

Reading a menu

Reading a

restaurant receipt

Reading for food

ads

Making a shopping

list

Reading and

putting together a

menu

Housing

Hotel

Expression of future tense

in Llkrainian .fl 6yòy

Talking about

possessions

Talking about

Reading for rent

ads

Writing a
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Sample of activities for beginners, which encourage their communicative ability

Meeting people

1) You are in Ukraine. At a reception you are asked what your name is. What are the

words that you are likely to hear? How will you respond?

2) Greet the person you don't know and introduce yourself.

3) Greet your old friend as you haven't seen him/her for ages.

4) Greet your Ukrainian füend and introduce your Canadian friend.

5) Your friend is going to Ukraine. Help him make a list of phrases helshe will need to

indroduce himself.

renting or buying a

house or apartment

description of a

house or apartment

Booking a hotel

room

Shopping and

money

Dative case

Verbs that endin ca

Giving directions

Asking for locations

Asking for

hansportation

information

Talking about clothes

Making a shopping

list

Counting the

money and

discussing how to

change money
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6) You are talking to the customs offtcer in Ukraine. He/she needs to know your name

and last name. Reproduce the dialogue and spìll your name and last name.

7) Your füend visits you for the first time. Introduce him/her to the members of your

family. Your family consists of yourself, your fatìer, mother, brother and sister.

Model:

- 3uøùoumecb. Ile Anòpiu KoeaJrø. A qe uon Matvro.

- Ifpueuuo. Orccaua lfempteua.

- Ilpueuuo nosuaùouumucb. Auòpiù.

8) Fill out the application form þicturel)

9) Prepare the application form

l0) Here are some questions for the application form. Arange them logically as an

application form:

Rpaïna

Ilpiseut4e

Birc

Aòpeca

Iu'n

Moea

IIpoþecin

1 1) Review the application forms of your colleagues/friends and make a report about the

group

T2)Hete are some examples of business cards in Ukrainian. Review them and write

down the first and last name of business card horders þicture 2)
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13) In your e-mail to your new Ukrainian friend write as many sentences as you cÍul

about yourself.

14) Listen to a story about a student from Ukraine who currently studies at the University

of Manitoba and introduce him.

The classroom

1) Look around and name as many objects in the classroom as you can.

2) Listen to a description and draw the scene, which is described or referred to, using

the phrase: V rcnaci e ...

3) V/rite done 3-5 classroom objects in masculine, feminine and neuter. Model:

4) Listen to the description of classroom objects in English and name them in

Ukrainian.

5) Locate classroom objects using mawr, mym.

Telephone numbers and addresses

1) Exchange telephone numbers with your Ukrainian friend. Dictate your telephone

number to him/her in l-Ikrainian.

2) Listen for the following information in the conversation:

Bin BoHa Bouo

Cri¡ prrKa BlKHO
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Who is the student calling?

Name

Last name

Is he/she from Ukraine?

What is the phone number being called?

3) Look at the business cards and read the address in Ukrainian.

4) V/rite down your address in Ukrainian, including your telephone/fax number.

5) Your friend's relative is from overseas. Ask him about hislher age, name, last name

and where is helshe from (3ni¿rcu nø?)

6) Prepare list of countries (5) and ask your partner to locate them on a map.

Model: -,4e Kauaòo?

- Rauaòa e lfieni,aníít Auepuqi.

7) Listen to the country description in English and name it in Ukrainian (could be done

in pairs).

Family

1) Draw your family tree and talk about your family. You can use your family pictures.

Use the phrase: y MeHe e or fl Maro.

2) You are showing some photographs to a Llkrainian füend. Your friend asks if one of

the people on the photo is your brother. What does he/she actually say? You can give

a positive or negative answer in Ukrainian.

3) Make a telephone conversation about your Ukrainian friend's family.

4) Describe your family members using the adjectives þicture 3).
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5) Ask your Ukrainian friend about his family and write a short story about hislher

family.

6) lnformation on the card can be given in English or Llkrainian whether the students

will be asked to recall or simply recognize the target language vocabulary for family

relationships

Tapac Koeam

Birc: 67

)I{iurca : Orccaua Kosa"nu

Micrye npolrcunaHun : Jløeie

IIau Tapac aae òovrcy. Boua ilcuøe e Rueei.

Students are asked to share the information on their cards, they gradually fill in the family

tree.

7) Each student gets a role card, which contains a persona and a family tree. Students

have to circulate and find members of their family.

8) Students are given a blank family tree. They are split into three groups, and each

group hears an incomplete description of the family. They work together to fill in

their part of the family tree and then join with members of other groups to complete

the family tree.

9) Completing an application form indicating family members
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Occupations

1) Look at the picture (picture 4). Imagine that you are meeting these people. How

would you ask each of them what their names and professions are, and how might

they reply.

2) Look at the picture and tell as many things about this mar/woman as you can. In your

story include hislher name, last name, age, place of residency, occupation, etc.

3) Read the employment ad.

4) You are the employer. You are looking for staff. Prepare two employment ads, using

the verb in Present Tense - IUyrcan...

5) You'll hear the description of four people: cry.4eura, npo(þecopa, 3uaüoMoro,

3noqøHuÍ. Listen to the description, identi$ which person is being described and fill

in as much information as possible on the table.

6) Dictation of sentences in random order. All sentences from a logical paragraph are

rearranged. Students first write the dictated material and then rearranged it.

7) Dictation of a description. Students write the dictated material and then, choose the

picture that matches the description they have written down.

In¡'s ra npisnr.rrqe Bir 3si¡xø nir/noua A¡peca i uouep

rere(þony

CryÃenr
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